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Abstract
Artiﬁcial intelligence seeks to create intelligent agents. An agent
can be anything: an autopilot, a self-driving car, a robot, a person,
or even an anti-virus system. While the current state-of-the-art may
not achieve intelligence (a rather dubious thing to quantify) it certainly
achieves a sense of autonomy. A key aspect of an autonomous system is
its ability to maintain and guarantee safety—deﬁned as avoiding some
set of undesired outcomes. The piece of software responsible for this
is called a planner, which is essentially an automated problem solver.
An advantage computer planners have over humans is their ability to
consider and contrast far more complex plans of action.
Safety may be deﬁned probabilistically, in which case the probabil-
ity of “failure” must be below some given threshold θ. The process of
deciding the level of safety a plan achieves is called veriﬁcation. The
plans considered in this work are too complex to analyze analytically
(the process would take too much time and/or memory to complete).
This motivates a statistical sampling based approach, which works by
generating “sample traces” of the plan—like simulating a roll of dice.
An initial attempt by Younes and Musliner (2002) used the Sequen-
tial Probability Ratio Test (SPRT) (Wald, 1945) to verify probabilistic
plans. If failure is rare however, veriﬁcation is not fast enough using
this traditional sampling technique and the compact representation of
the plans (necessary to even consider them) directly conﬂicts with the
ability of more eﬃcient techniques such as Importance Sampling (IS)
(Hammersley and Handscomb, 1964).
DAGiﬁcation (Potts, Krebsbach, Thayer, and Musliner, 2013)—the
systematic expansion of this representation—allows IS to compute the
required probabilities for safety with bounded levels of error and in a
reasonable number of samples. DAGiﬁcation gets its name from di-
rected acyclic graphs (DAG). Jordan Thayer, in Potts et al. (2013),
proves that this is precisely the requirement for IS to work correctly
(and eﬃciently), and this works describes why non-DAGs work poorly.
DAGiﬁcation was motivated by the CIRCA agent architecture (Musliner
et al., 1993), which uses a plan representation that contains numerous
interconnected loops (far from a DAG). CIRCA also provides DAGiﬁ-
cation with a rigorous proving ground, although the scope of DAGiﬁca-
tion (as will be shown) is not limited to CIRCA. Following the work in
Potts et al. (2013), several new DAGiﬁcation schemes are provided with
a detailed discussion of their correctness. These improved DAGiﬁcation
concepts addresses the major theoretical and experimental diﬃculties
involved with the original DAGiﬁcation.
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11. Background
1.1. Motivation: What is Automated Planning?
A.I. is “...the science and engineering of making intelli-
gent machines.”
—John McCarthy, 1956
Artiﬁcial Intelligence studies intelligent agents (Russell and Norvig,
2009). An intelligent agent can be just about anything, including a
robot, laptop, self-driving car, antivirus program, etc. It is any au-
tonomous, self-contained, thinking, entity that acts on its environment.
People are intelligent agents. Dogs are intelligent agents. Thinking is
deﬁned broadly, but essentially, agents should exhibit basic cognitive
skills: solving problems, sensing the environment, making plans of ac-
tion, and acting in the world. Clearly we do not require an agent to
be able solve all problems, but we use the problem solving ability as a
measure of the eﬃcacy of an agent. Eﬃcacy and thinking are not equiv-
alent to intelligence, however. Intelligent does not have a quantiﬁable
deﬁnition for machines, or for humans. People have a common sense
notion of intelligence, but any means of measuring are highly contested.
Therefore people do not even know what it would mean for a machine
to be intelligent.
If a person adds a million numbers together in 10 minutes, people
are amazed, asking how a person could do something so incredible. A
computer completes the same task in less than a second, and yet it is
no big deal. People are impressed by computers—laud their impressive
computational power1—but this does not equate to a computer being
intelligent. Computers are better at logistics than people. Computers
understand probabilities better than humans. Computers can get A’s
on MIT calculus exams (Slagle, 1963).
Despite all of these accomplishments, general intelligence remains a
long term goal. Computers do not ﬁt our intuition of intelligence, and
for good reason. Since the agents we create are not self-aware (despite
purported examples), they truly are little more than computational
machines. Moreover, researchers claim to create autonomous agents—
which is a more accurate depiction of the state-of-the-art.
We have little diﬃcultly creating agents that possess rationality.
Many agents operate exclusively using a logic inference system and
thus are incapable of anything but rationality. A perhaps more chal-
lenging aspect is to seem human. Turing proposed the Turing Test
1Computers are largely misunderstood. Some laptops are capable of over a teraflop
(1 trillion floating point arithmetic operations per second), but people have no
framework within which to understand that magnitude of number.
2in 1950. The test seeks to determine whether a machine is indistin-
guishable from a human. One person—the interrogator—interviews
two others. One is a human and the other is a machine. Both attempt
to convince the interrogator that they are the human and their counter-
part is the machine2. Such a conversation was envisioned as occurring
via typing questions and answers to each other but could easily be ex-
tended to humanoid robots or a virtual environment. Can a machine
be created that can win this game? Can a machine become indistin-
guishable from a human3? It is not necessarily important to emulate
humanity: A machine could be obviously a machine and obviously in-
telligent. The game provides an excellent intellectual question however
about the nature of humanity and its uniqueness.
1.2. Subfields of Artificial Intelligence. Russell and Norvig (2009)
state that A.I has many ﬁelds including “...logic, probability, and con-
tinuous mathematics; perception reasoning, learning, and action; and
everything from microeletronic devices to robotic planetary explorers.”
The subﬁelds of A.I. correspond roughly to the various aspects an agent
(or person) needs to function. Some of the main subﬁelds of A.I. in-
clude:
• Automated Planning and Scheduling
• Knowledge Representation
• Logic
• Machine Learning
• Natural Language Processing
Natural Language Processing studies how to parse language (written
or spoken) using grammatical rules4 and then ascertain the meaning.
This corresponds to an agent being able to listen, understand, and re-
spond, to questions posed in natural (or spoken) language. The ﬁeld
works closely with linguistics, which provides theoretical frameworks
and grammatical rules for sentences. Natural language processing takes
this information and develops models and methods to interpret sen-
tences.
Automated Planning and Scheduling solves two related problems.
First, if I have a goal, how do I make a plan to achieve that goal?
2This is a general goal, particular strategies vary.
3Many programs use precomputed phrases, common responses, etc., as a ploy. This
has no real merit however, and does not further the idea of the Turing test.
4Approaches may involve context-free grammars, although typical languages (in-
cluding English) are context-dependent.
3Second, if I have a set of tasks that need to be completed, how do I ﬁt
them all into my schedule? An agent has to store information. This
includes facts, relationships, theories, rules of inference, and so-called
“common-knowledge.” More important, an agent has to understand
how this all ﬁts together, understand the unknowns5, and correctly
incorporate new information. This study is known as Knowledge Rep-
resentation.
To acquire new information or learn from mistakes A.I. has a ﬁeld
called Machine Learning. These agents learn throughout their lifetime
(or at least over some period). This is one of the only ways an agent can
acquire common knowledge and facts about the world. Programming
this all in manually or hooking up the agent to a search engine are
near impossible solutions. A massive project called CYC involving a
century of human hours went into building a library of common sense
(Lenat, 1995), but never quite achieved its goal of encoding common
sense. Agents should be able to use reason, which is where Logic comes
in. This ﬁeld looks at how to reason from facts (things that are true)
using inference rules to generate new facts. This lets an agent ask and
answer questions logically. This also includes “fuzzy” logic and open
world semantics, which help reason about unknowns.
1.3. Automated Planning. Suppose you want to plan a party6. You
have a timeframe and know who you want to attend. You already have
a knowledge base for what activities are possible including: bowling,
watching a movie, eating, dancing, etc. Moreover, you know what each
activity requires in order to happen (eating may require a reservation
and dancing requires a venue). You choose activities and plan how
to make them happen. You see what they require and reason about
how to meet those requirements. This process continues expanding
until in the end you have a plan of action. This plan takes you from
wherever you are through accomplishing your goal. This is how you
(as an agent) use planning to achieve your goals. In particular, this is
a top-down or hierarchical approach to planning. Top-down planning
divides an initial problem into subproblems until each part is something
primitive (e.g. walk to the store) and will be covered in more detail in
Section 1.3.2.
Now consider the towers of Hanoi puzzle in Figure 1.1. The rules of
the game are quite simple.
5Understanding all unknowns is probably impossible, but an agent should have
some facility to reason about what aspects of its world it may not know.
6This work focuses on only the planning part of automated planning and scheduling,
thus the omission of a section on scheduling.
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Figure 1.1. The Towers of Hanoi puzzle.
1) You may only move one disc at a time.
2) You may only place it either on a) an empty rod or b) a larger
disc.
The goal of the puzzle is to move all of the pieces from rod C on
the right to rod A on the left. In order to solve this problem, you may
randomly start moving pieces trying to get closer or you may have a
more structured approach to moving them. In either case you are using
a process known in A.I. as search (see Section 1.3.3). In brief, search
considers each option available, and the further options available given
each choice. This process builds a decision tree.
One of the deﬁning and prized characteristics of the human race
is our problem solving ability. If we have any hope of creating an
intelligent agent, we must tackle this issue. Planning attempts to give
agents the reasoning ability in the above examples and beyond, so that
the agents can tackle much more diﬃcult tasks. This research has had
wild success in terms of reasoning ability. Computers can often ﬁnd
solutions faster, even ﬁnding optimal solutions faster than a person can
ﬁnd a single one. A few key components result in this phenomenon:
Computers can consider options extremely quickly (like the options for
moving in the towers of Hanoi); and computers can rigidly follow a
pragmatic approach (an algorithm).
1.3.1. Definition. Automated planning deals with directed graphs. The
way an agent interacts with the world (real or simulated) is modeled
through states (what is true in the world) and actions (how the world
can be changed). States correspond to vertices in the graph and edges
in the graph correspond to actions. An edge is represented by an or-
dered pair (x, y), which denotes an edge from vertex x to vertex y.
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Figure 1.2. An example graph with V = {A,B,C,D}
and E = {(A,B), (B,C), (C,D), (D,A), (B,A), (D,D)}.
Definition 1.1: A directed graph G = (V,E) is a set of vertices V
and a set of edges E such that E ⊂ V 2. An edge (u, v) ∈ E is said to
go from u to v.
Formally we deﬁne a planning domain as follows:
Definition 1.2: A domain is a triple (I,V,A), where I is the set of
variables , V is the set of values , and A is the set of actions . Both
variables and values are undefined entities. From this we deﬁne the set
S of states , formally:
S = {S ⊂ I × V : ∀ i ∈ I, ∃! v ∈ V such that (i, v) ∈ S} . (1.1)
The actions A are pairs of states (A ⊂ S2).
Variables and values are undeﬁned here, but when we discuss a spe-
ciﬁc planner or real-world domain they will be realized. The phrasing
above suggests closed world semantics, but open world semantics could
also be modeled this way by adding an “unknown” value7. Open world
semantics assume that not everything is known about the world: Some
variables have unknown value and other variables may not be known.
Closed world semantics assume that all variables are known and have a
7This is still inherently a closed world semantic, although it can fake open world
semantics.
6deﬁnite value. Colloquially, a state is a set of variables with particular
values. States are then a complete set of variable assignments in which
every variable has exactly one value. Other deﬁnitions are possible, but
this provides a good basis for analysis8. From this we can deﬁne paths.
Definition 1.3: A path in a domain D is a sequence of actions X =
〈A1, A2, . . . , An〉, such that for i = 2 . . . n we have following: If Ai−1 =
(Si−2, Si−1), then Ai = (Si−1, Si). Note that a path has an associated
sequence of states 〈S0, S1, . . . , Sn〉. We say the length of X is n, and
the path starts at S0 and ends at Sn.
A path is intuitively an ordered list of actions that lead from one state
to the next. A planning problem asks for a path (called a solution) from
some starting state to a goal in some domain.
Problem 1.1: A planning problem is a triple (D, S, Goal). D is
a domain, S ∈ S is a state called the initial or starting state, and
Goal : S → {1, 0} is a function that returns 1 if the goal is satisﬁed
and 0 otherwise. A solution is a path X = 〈A1, . . . , An〉 starting at S
such that Goal (Sn) = 1, where Sn is the end of the path.
1.3.2. Types of Planning. The major division of planners is based on
the theoretical method used to produce plans. These include—but
are not limited to—regression planning, hierarchical planning, forward
planning, and SAT planning. All types of planning use search (see
Section 1.3.3), although not always in an obvious or explicit manner.
Planning in the general case is intractable, as shown by Chapman
(1987). Regression planning (McDermott, 1991) works backwards from
the goal, performing logical inferences along the way. This helps the
planner focus its search in the relevant area of the state space. For-
ward planning was long thought inferior since it was less focused in its
search9, which proceeds from the initial state and attempts to locate the
goal. It has enjoyed recent success however, with the introduction of
Fast Forward (Hoﬀmann, 2001) and succeeded by LAMA (Richter and
8This model does not allow for propositions or logic, but is still powerful and flexible.
Knowledge representation would add propositional reasoning as another layer on
top of planning.
9For example, how do you ignore driving to the shoe store when you want eggs?
Something must trim down all the possibilities or else search becomes almost im-
possible since the branching factor of the graph could be almost infinite.
7Westphal, 2010), which have both won the International Planning Com-
petition. Hierarchical planning, such as in Erol et al. (1995), breaks
goals into tasks. If the goal is going from your apartment to another
city, a high level task may be ﬂying from one city to another. Then
subtasks of getting a ticket, getting to the airport, etc., will be con-
sidered. SATPLAN (Kautz et al., 1992) is a prime example of a SAT
planner, and won the International Planning Competition before FF
and LAMA. SAT is short for satisﬁability. The entire planning prob-
lem is transformed into a logical formula (a set of true/false variables
connected using logical constructs), such that a solution (which makes
the entire expression true) corresponds to a solution in the original
planning problem. Such a reduction is always possible since planning
is mapping reducible to SAT.
1.3.3. Search. To actually solve a planning problem many planners use
a process called search. A search problem is almost identical to a plan-
ning problem, but instead of all the formal structures only a minimal
set of information is needed. The deﬁnition takes a much more relaxed
view of states and actions because search is not concerned with the
domain represented. This means we can ignore variables and actions
and instead only focus on states (which are now undeﬁned) and the
states we can reach from a given state (successors). For planning we
deﬁne the successors function as succ(X) = {Y ∈ S : (X, Y ) ∈ A}.
Problem 1.2: A search problem attempts to ﬁnd a solution (a
path from start to goal). The problem consists of an initial state and
goal predicate as in a planning problem. It also requires a successors
function. The successors function takes in a state and returns the set
of connected states.
A search algorithm starts at an initial state S and then expands S’s
successors (using a successor function). The algorithm then picks one
of these states to expand next. Search algorithms vary primarily on
how to pick the next state and what to do with other (not yet expanded)
states. We call these states nodes because as Figure 1.3 shows, a single
state may appear multiple times. In the above example graph in Fig-
ure 1.2, we can think of search as exploring the implicit tree generated
from the graph as in Figure 1.3. The two most basic search techniques
are Depth-First Search (DFS) and Breadth-First Search (BFS). When
DFS expands a node, it puts all the successors onto a stack. A stack
works just like a stack of paper (hence the name) where the top of the
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Figure 1.3. An example tree of the graph in Figure 1.2.
stack is always the last thing you put on it. DFS picks its next node
to expand by always selecting the top of the stack. BFS works almost
identically, but instead places nodes into a queue. A queue works ex-
actly like a line (also called queues) where the front of the queue is
the person (or node) that has been there longest and new people (or
nodes) join at the end. This results in radically diﬀerent explorations
of the search tree. BFS expands level by level, slowly growing outwards
from the root, while DFS follows a branch all the way to the end be-
fore “backtracking.” Often DFS will ﬁnd a solution faster and keep its
stack smaller, but BFS will deliver a shorter path while storing more
nodes. In general, if b is the average number of successors and d is the
maximum depth of the tree, DFS stores bd nodes and BFS stores bd
nodes.
The most notable and pervasive advancement in this ﬁeld is known
as heuristic search. A heuristic is a best guess or a guide. Heuris-
tic search techniques keep track of some additional information when
searching. Notationally this information is (for a path X) the cost g(X)
and the heuristic value h(X). The cost function accumulates the cost
of each step (in a planning domain a cost is associated with an action).
h(X) is the expected cost to reach the goal. It is called admissible if it
never overestimates the goal. Heuristics may also be consistent if X ′ is
a successor of X0, then h(X0) ≤ c(X0, X ′) + h(X ′) where c(X0, X ′) is
the cost associated with the edge (X0, X
′). The function may underes-
timate the goal, as is the case in almost all actual heuristics. A perfect
heuristic leads to no search (the correct next choice is always known)
9and a well-bounded heuristic yields much better results than the gen-
eral bd upper bound. The two most famous search algorithms10 are A*
developed by Hart et al. (1968) which corresponds roughly to BFS, and
Iterative-Deepening A* (IDA*) developed by Korf (1985) which relates
to DFS using the same ideas11 as A*.
1.4. Statistical Sampling and Estimation. Sometimes in a com-
plex system a probability is not known a priori. Instead samples are
drawn to estimate the given probability. An example of this is a coin.
We want to determine the probability that a coin ﬂip will be heads.
To approximate this value, ﬂip the coin repeatedly and tabulate the re-
sults. Calculating the number of heads over the number of trials gives
an estimate of the probability of getting heads in a future ﬂip. The
more ﬂips, the better the estimate.
Definition 1.4: LetX be a random variable. Then E [X ] is the expec-
tation or mean of the X distribution. For a continuous X distribution
E [X ] =
∫
x∈X
f(x)dx, (1.2)
or for a discrete X distribution
E [X ] =
∑
x∈X
f(x) (1.3)
where f(x) is the probability density function (p.d.f) or probability
mass function (p.m.f) respectively. This function yields the probability
of the sample x being obtained.
Definition 1.5: Let X be a random variable and x1, . . . , xn be inde-
pendent and identically distributed (i.i.d) realizations (samples) of X.
To estimate E [X ] with these samples compute
E [X ] ≈ 1
n
n∑
i=1
xi. (1.4)
By the central limit theorem (De Moivre, 1967),
Pr
(
1
n
n∑
i=1
xi = E [X ]
)
= 1 as n→∞. (1.5)
10Pronounced “A-star” and “I-D-A-star” respectively. The “*” of “A*” bears no
particular significance, other to indicate a later version of the “A” algorithm.
11Hence the use of A* in IDA*.
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Note that in the convergence in Equation 1.5 no attempt is made to
quantify the rate of convergence. Bringing this back to our example,
deﬁne X to be 1 for heads and 0 for tails. Then E [X ] is the probability
of landing on heads, written Pr (X = 1). By the above deﬁnition, we
can approximate this using Equation 1.4. Another key aspect of statis-
tical distributions is variance. It is not suﬃcient to know (or estimate)
the mean of a distribution, but to know the variance. The variance is
a measure of the spread of the distribution.
Definition 1.6: Let x1, . . . , xn be i.i.d. of a random variable X. Then
the variance is
V ar [X ] = E
[
X2
]− E [X ]2 , (1.6)
or equivalently
V ar [X ] = E
[
(X − E [X ])2] . (1.7)
To estimate this quantity, use the same form as in Equation 1.4 to get
V ar [X ] ≈ 1
n
n∑
i=1
(xi −E [X ])2 , (1.8)
where E [X ] is also estimated using Equation 1.4 for the same set of
i.i.d. xi.
For our applications, these concepts allow us to perform statistical
hypothesis testing. The null hypothesis, H0, is tested against the al-
ternative H . For a dice roll, the null hypothesis may be that the die
is “Fair.” In this example deﬁne X to be equal to the side that was
facing up when rolled. Thus a fair die will have mean 3.5. By tak-
ing samples we can conclude to either reject the null hypothesis (thus
proving with a certain probability that the die is not fair) or make no
conclusion. When performing a test, a Type I error (typically denoted
α) is the probability of falsely rejecting the null hypothesis, and the
Type II error (denoted β) is the probability of falsely accepting the null
hypothesis. Thes0e two parameters measure the strength of a statistical
hypothesis test.
As will be seen in Section 2.2, P-CIRCA builds upon this idea to de-
cide whether a given probabilistic model is “safe” or “unsafe.” This will
remain important even when branching away from traditional sampling
as conﬁdence in an estimate will always be a priority.
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2. Introduction
This project builds on existing technologies including: Cooperative
Intelligent Real-time Control Architecture (CIRCA) (Musliner, 1993),
Importance Sampling (IS) (Hammersley and Handscomb, 1964), and
the Sequential Probability Ratio Test (SPRT) (Wald, 1945). P-CIRCA
is a probabilistic extension to CIRCA and is where the bulk of this work
has been applied. This work continues a line of work starting with
Younes and Musliner (2002) and most recently a concept of “DAGiﬁ-
cation” developed in Potts, Krebsbach, Thayer, and Musliner (2013).
Section 5 concludes with several improvements to this technique.
2.1. CIRCA. Agent architectures in general deﬁne frameworks for cre-
ating autonomous agents. CIRCA attempts to create safe autonomous
agents. While many contemporary planners focus on achieving goals,
CIRCA leaves this as a secondary focus. Many planners ask the ques-
tion: “What is the most eﬃcient way to achieve these goals?” CIRCA
asks: “How many goals can I achieve while guaranteeing safety12?”
Thus CIRCA ﬁnds primary applications in safety critical domains,
where goals are not achieved at all costs. Such domains include un-
manned aerial vehicles (UAVs), spy satellites, assembly line robots, se-
curity software, and deep space missions13.
CIRCA operates like most planners using search to explore the state
space, but it also adds a step called verification. This step decides
whether failure is reachable given the current plan. This is much more
complicated than simply following all possible paths, because CIRCA
accounts for timing information for actions and spontaneous events. A
classic example is having a missile launched at a UAV. When the UAV
detects the missile, it should have planned a course of action to avoid
being shot down. CIRCA accounts for this by ensuring that “evasive
maneuvers,” or “countermeasures” are deployed fast enough to maintain
safety.
2.2. P-CIRCA. In the original design of CIRCA, failure is absolute.
Either a plan is safe, or failure is reachable and thus the plan is unsafe.
P-CIRCA was designed to account for the more realistic situation of
probabilistic failure. In the above UAV example, the “evasive maneu-
vers,” or “countermeasures” might not actually maintain safety—some
12Typically CIRCA makes no guarantee to achieve any goals. The planner is heuris-
tically guided to find them, and there is a switch to make guarantees if desired.
13This list is by no means exhaustive, but is meant to provide a representative
sampling.
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probability remains of being shot down14. P-CIRCA takes in quantita-
tive probability estimates in the domain description and uses them in
the veriﬁcation process.
The basic architecture of P-CIRCA works as follows (see Figure 2.1).
A probabilistic transition model (the domain) is given to the planner.
This domain is outside the scope of P-CIRCA—it is precomputed either
by hand or some other technique. P-CIRCA assumes this information
to be correct15. The planner takes over and from here out the process is
fully autonomous. The planner produces a plan which is passed to the
simulator. This begins the veriﬁcation loop. The simulator generates
samples of the plan, then gives the results to the veriﬁer. The veriﬁer
checks if the trace was a success/failure, and then asks if a statistical
inference can be made at this time. If it can, the decision (safe/unsafe)
is returned to the planner, otherwise sampling continues.
The planner invokes the veriﬁcation process every time it considers
a new action16. Research by Younes and Musliner (2002) showed that
iterative veriﬁcation saves net planning time by avoiding unsafe plans
sooner, versus only verifying after a complete (ﬁnal) plan has been
produced. Ideally, the veriﬁer provides information about why the plan
is unsafe, but that topic is beyond the scope of this thesis. Currently
some information is gained by the planner because it knows exactly
which action (the last one added) caused the failure threshold θ to be
breached. This does not, in general, mean the action was the wrong
choice. Often it is simply an indicator that an additional action is
needed to compensate for the new state space reached by the action17.
Given a fairly small planning space, which has a solution depth of 40
and branching factor of 3 (this varies wildly per domain in P-CIRCA)
the planner will consider on the order of 340 actions. Whatever the
average number of samples, this will be a constant factor increase in
planning time. It is therefore paramount to keep this average extremely
low.
14A missile would typically be modeled as a spontaneous event, which does not fall
neatly into our domain model. This will be covered later in Section 3.1
15Assuming the correctness of a domain is the most practical way to proceed, just
like the assumption that there are no unknown actions the agent could perform.
16This may be switched off.
17For a more thorough discussion of how to use verifier traces to guide the planning
process see Goldman et al. (2002) or Goldman et al. (2004).
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probabilistic
transition model
Planner
Simulator
Enough?
plan = reachability graph
Verifier
prob. timing samples
for single simulation
accept plan if pfail < 
No
Yes
single execution
success/failure
Figure 2.1. Flow chart of P-CIRCA’s planning model
as found in Potts et al. (2013).
Before diving into the syntax of P-CIRCA domain descriptions, it is
important to formalize how states are considered. A similar graph struc-
ture to Section 1.3.1 holds in P-CIRCA (and almost exactly that struc-
ture holds in CIRCA18) but the deﬁnition of state becomes grounded
and probabilities are added. P-CIRCA introduces state variables to
specify states exactly. This method follows in the footsteps of STRIPS
(Fikes and Nilsson, 1972). The idea was to create a clearer way to de-
scribe planning problems that also facilitated the planning process. As
such, Fikes and Nilsson also developed the STRIPS planner. CIRCA
uses a modiﬁed version of STRIPS, a small indication of its pervasive
inﬂuence. CIRCA also follows a similar pattern to Planning Domain
18As mentioned previously, events pose a problem for the model.
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Deﬁnition Language (PDDL) (McDermott et al., 1998), the interna-
tional standard for planning problem descriptions and itself a derivative
of the STRIPS idea.
Instead of considering states as a whole, the attributes of states are
considered. A variable (deﬁned in Deﬁnition 2.1) could be landing
gear, which could take on the values up, down, or jammed. Thus one
aspect of a state becomes the particular sub-state of the landing gear.
Actions can then be described in terms of a variable or conjunction of
variables which must be satisﬁed before the action is taken (known as
the preconditions, Deﬁnition 2.4). Such an action then modiﬁes other
variables as its output. The action would be applicable in any state
with the preconditions satisﬁed, and results in a new state by modifying
only those variables listed in the actions postconditions. This does not
change the implicitly deﬁned state space, only the representation used.
Definition 2.1: A state variable is an undeﬁned entity, that is paired
with a value (also undeﬁned). A state then becomes a complete list
of pairs (one for each state variable)19.
This makes states essentially sets of key/value pairs. The state vari-
able is a name and in a particular state it takes on a value. One example
of this would be the variable failure, which could have a value t for
“true” or f for “false.” The names t and f do not have any signiﬁcant
meaning on their own (as they are undeﬁned.) P-CIRCA domains of-
ten deﬁne failure to be any state where the variable failure has value
t, written (failure t). This is merely a convention however.
P-CIRCA (and CIRCA) use a very succinct set of commands to de-
scribe domains. The aspects necessary for our analysis are def-action,
def-initial, def-goal, and def-failure (see Figure 2.1). This
works by specifying a list of key/value pairs as preconditions and
another set as postconditions.
Syntax 2.1: First we deﬁne <pair> to be anything of the form (<state
variable> <value>), and <pair>* (the Kleene star20) to be any num-
ber of pairs. <prob> below is any probability21 p ∈ P = [0, 1].
(def-action <name>
19This is equivalent to Definition 1.2, but formulated here in P-CIRCA terms.
20The Kleene star (Ebbinghaus et al., 1994) denotes that zero or more of the terms
may appear.
21P will be used thorough this work to denote the set of probabilities, which consist
of all real numbers between 0 and 1, written [0, 1].
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:preconds (<pair>*)
:postconds (<prob> (<pair>*))
(def-initial (<pair>*))
(def-goal (<pair>*))
(def-failure (<pair>*))
This structure is deﬁned formally in Deﬁnition 2.4. To form a graph
similar to Section 1.3.1 we use Deﬁnition 2.5. It is important to note
however, that this new model has been expanded to contain probabilis-
tic actions and thus is not entirely analogous. Before getting into the
formalism of P-CIRCA, Deﬁnition 2.2 deﬁnes a probabilistic planning
graph.
Definition 2.2: A probabilistic domain is a pair (S,A) of states S
and actions A. S is undeﬁned but A is a set of actions. An action is
a pair (s, P ), where s ∈ S and P ⊂ P × S, under the condition that∑
(p,s′)∈P p = 1.
Definition 2.3: The probability mass function for a path (written
f(X)) is deﬁned in terms of the actions A1, . . . , An constituting the
path.
f(X) =
n∏
i=1
pi, (2.1)
where Ai = (pi, s
′) as in Deﬁnition 2.2. This gives (as per deﬁnition of
a p.m.f.) the probability of sampling the path X.
This deﬁnes a new type of problem. Instead of actions taking us
directly from one state to another, an action A = (s, P ) takes us from
state s to one of the states s′ with probability p for (p, s′) ∈ P . As
noted above however, P-CIRCA uses a slightly more complex deﬁnition.
This actually allows a more intuitive description and understanding of
domains (as will be seen in Section 2.2.1 on the hammer domain).
Definition 2.4: preconditions are a set of pairs (name, value) where
name is a variable and value is any value in the domain of the variable.
postconditions consist of another set of pairs. These pairs consist of
a set of variable/value pairs (as above) and a probability p ∈ P. These
two elements form the tuple (p, postconds). The sum of the probabili-
ties must be exactly 1. An action A is a pair of the preconditions and
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postconditions. We write pre(A) for the preconditions and post(A) for
the postconditions.
Definition 2.5: An action A is applicable to a state S if pre(A) ∈ S.
That is every variable has the same value in the preconditions as in the
state. The set of states that A probabilistically goes to are generated by
taking each (p, postconds) ∈ post(A) and taking the union of postconds
and {(name, var) ∈ S : (name, ·) /∈ vars}. That means the variables
mentioned in the postconditions take on the prescribed value in the
new state.
P-CIRCA uses fully-ground domains22, which means all state vari-
ables must be speciﬁed in the initial state. Otherwise the planner
would have to probabilistically select possible values for each variable.
If there were n unknown variables and variable i has vi possible values,
this would result in
n∏
i=1
vi (2.2)
possible starting states. Given an average of v¯ values per variable, this
gives v¯n possible starting states—clearly an impractical number since
6 unknowns and 3 average values yields 36 = 729 states. Moreover, the
planner would have no speciﬁed probabilities for these starting states,
leading to possibly inaccurate statistical inferences23. Another subtle
issue is that the planner must know all possible values for a variable,
which may not be inferable (or practically computable) from the given
domain description.
2.2.1. Hammer Domain. Consider the simple example in Figure 2.2
of hammering a nail into a board. In this domain we have only one
action, hammer-nail, which with 49.9% likelihood will make the nail
ﬂush with the board. In P-CIRCA, the planner will consider the plan in
Figure 2.3 (a simple plan of only three states). This plan would require
veriﬁcation, but such a process requires a speciﬁed failure threshold θ.
2.2.2. Stacking Boxes Domain. Now that we have the basics, we will
move on to a more complicated (and practical) example of stacking
delicate boxes. This corresponds to a robot in a factory, attempting to
reposition the inventory of the warehouse. Suppose we have n of the
22This is equivalent to specifying closed-world semantics.
23This is a consequence of closed world semantics, there is no distinguished “un-
known” value automatically assigned and handled.
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(def-action hammer-nail
:preconds ((nail out))
:postconds ((0.5 (nail flush))
(0.499 (nail out))
(0.001 (nail bent)))
(def-initial ((nail out)))
(def-goal ((nail flush)))
(def-failure ((nail bent)))
Figure 2.2. A domain description for the hammer domain.
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Figure 2.3. A possible plan for the hammer domain.
(def-action stack-box-n
:preconds ((holding box-n))
:postconds ((0.99 (box-n stacked) (holding nothing))
(0.009 (box-n on-table) (holding nothing))
(0.001 (box-n shattered))))
(def-action pick-up-box-n
:preconds ((box-n on-table) (holding nothing))
:postconds ((0.999 (holding box-n) (box-n held))
(0.001 (box-n shattered))))
Figure 2.4. Two possible actions for the stacking boxes domain.
actions in Figure 2.4, one for each box (box-1, box-2, ..., box-n). To
make things interesting (see Figure 2.5), we can pick up and stack in a
single action (with a higher risk of failure). Finally we deﬁne the initial
state, failure, and the goals in Figure 2.6.
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(def-action pick-up-and-stack-box-n
:preconds ((holding nothing) (box-n on-table))
:postconds ((0.95 (box-n stacked))
(0.04 (box-n held) (holding box-n))
(0.01 (box-n shattered))))
Figure 2.5. Another action, which is the combination
of the actions in Figure 2.4.
(def-failure (or (box-1 shattered) ... (box-n shattered)))
(def-initial ((box-1 on-table) ... (box-n on-table)))
(def-goal ((box-1 stacked) ... (box-n stacked)))
Figure 2.6. The necessary failure, initial, and goal con-
ditions for the stacking boxes domain.
2.3. Sampling and Verification. Veriﬁers seek to determine whether
a given hypothesis holds (probabilistically) in a given model (i.e. a plan
being safe). This hypothesis may be modeled as an event that either
occurs (is true) or does not occur (is false). Let c be the probability
of the hypothesis being true. The veriﬁer then asks is c < θ? In
which case the veriﬁer says the hypothesis holds. This may be worded
formally as testing the hypothesis
H0 : c < θ against the hypothesis (2.3)
H1 : c ≥ θ. (2.4)
To purport any usefulness whatsoever, the veriﬁer must be able to
make some claims of statistical signiﬁcance to its claims. In general,
we assume the probability c is not known a priori. Therefore the only
way to make an inference is through statistical sampling24. An initial
discussion of sampling may be found in Section 1.4. That discussion
evinces the importance of variance in making a statistical inference.
To see the relations between that section and veriﬁcation, consider the
following mapping:
24Analytic methods exist in general, but this section is concerned only with sam-
pling. A discussion of empirical versus analytic methods may be found in Sec-
tion 3.1.
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Let X be a random variable (such as a trace), and then let g : X →
{0, 1} be
g(X) =
{
1 if the event occurs,
0 otherwise.
(2.5)
This makes g the function the encodes the event. To determine the
probability of an event, let x1, . . ., xn be independently and identically
distributed (i.i.d.) and let them represent the results of n samples of
the state space (traces). To estimate c, note that c = E [g(X)] and use
Deﬁnition 1.5. The estimate is then denoted cˆ. This yields a method
to compute the average and variance. g(X) follows a binomial distri-
bution by deﬁnition since it only allows the values {0, 1}. In particular,
this is written g(X) ∼ Binomial(n, p). Binomial distributions have
probability mass function (p.m.f)
f(k;n, p) =
(
n
k
)
pk(1− p)n−k (2.6)
where k is number of times g(X) = 1 in n samples. f(k;n, p) gives
us the probability of obtaining k failures in n samples given that the
probability of failure equals p, symbolically we write Pr(g(X) = 1) = p.
This gives the cumulative distribution function (c.d.f)
F (x;n, p) = Pr(K ≤ x) =
⌊x⌋∑
i=0
(
n
i
)
pi(1− p)n−i (2.7)
which gives the probability of getting less than or equal to x failures. k
is again the number of failures and x is used instead of k to make clear
that x is a real-valued variable so F is a real-valued function. This
function will have a stepping behavior however, so inputting anything
other than a positive integer yields no interesting results.
When sampling a model, we use a slightly diﬀerent deﬁnition than for
a planning problem (Deﬁnition 2.2). This reﬂects primarily the switch
from having many possible actions out of a state, to selecting a single
action. That single action results in several possible arcs to other states.
Each arc has a probability associated with it, and the arcs leaving a
state sum to 1. A model is then a collection of states and arcs (and
may be viewed as a directed graph). The deﬁnition of model closely
correlates to Deﬁnition 2.2, but is presented here solely for the purposes
of sampling. In particular, instead of multiple possible actions, a model
has arcs where exactly one will be taken when sampled. In this way a
model corresponds to a plan, not an entire planning domain.
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Definition 2.6:
−−−→
(x, Y ) is an arc if
• x ∈ S (the state space),
• Y ⊂ P × S,
• ∑(p,y)∈Y p = 1 (all probabilities sum to 1), and
• |{y ∈ S : ∃p such that (p, y) ∈ Y }| = |Y | (one probability per
possible end state).
Definition 2.7: A model is a tuple (S,A) where S is the set of states
(undeﬁned) and A is a set of arcs deﬁned on the state space S. Note
that the deﬁnition of a model does not require that every state have
an arc out of it. A state with no arcs leaving is a terminal state.
Algorithm 1 generates a single sample25 of a model M = (S,A).
Essentially you begin at a state S ∈ S, and continue to follow arcs
probabilistically until a stopping criterion is reached. A near universal
stopping criteria26 is reaching a terminal state: You cannot continue to
follow arcs if you reach a state with no arcs leaving it. Another common
criterion is a time or step limit. After taking T steps, the simulation
terminates. This later criterion is very important for situations like P-
CIRCA where sampling time is critical to overall performance. In such
cases a time limit is the only practical sampling strategy. Moreover,
since P-CIRCA is a real-time architecture, the real world runs will have
a time limit and thus it is necessary to set one for sampling. Otherwise
the computed probabilities will be incorrect.
An important eﬀect of this time limit is that it changes the model
graph into a directed acyclic graph. The representation may not re-
ﬂect this, but the entire graph becomes only those paths of length
≤ T . Exactly one of these paths will be sampled, and there can be
no cycle since no path can be extended. This observation will be key
in the discussion of DAGiﬁcation in Section 4. Moreover (also in Sec-
tion 4), computing all of these paths and summing the probabilities
corresponding to failure yields the analytic failure probability (under
the time bound T ).
25It returns a trace in the form of a path, defined analogously to Definition 1.3.
26An exception to this rule occurs if the amount of time spent in a state is impor-
tant. In such a case the second stopping criteria is used, and the trace includes
information about the dwell time in the terminal state.
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Algorithm 1: Sample-Model(S ∈ S, S, A, k)
Result: A trace 〈S, S1, . . . , Sn≤k〉
1 path = 〈〉;
2 X ← S;
3 t← 0;
4 while t ≤ T do
5 Append X to path;
6 t← t+ 1;
7 r ← rand();
8 if X is terminal then
9 return path;
10 else
11 Let (p0, Y0), . . . , (pm, Ym) be the arcs out of X;
12 p← 0;
13 i← −1;
14 while i < m and r > p do
15 i← i+ 1;
16 p← pi;
17 X ← Yi;
18 return path
2.4. Sequential Probability Ratio Test. The Sequential Probability
Ratio Test (IS) was developed by Wald in 1945, and he later proved
that it is the optimal statistical hypothesis test. The basic idea is to
test whether the mean of a distribution X is above or below some
threshold27 θ. It further guarantees that the Type I error will be below
some threshold α, and the Type II error will be below some threshold
β. This gives us the statistical signiﬁcance desired in Section 2.3 above.
Wald (1945) notes that the Type I and Type II errors vary propor-
tionally for the hypothesis in equations 2.3 and 2.4. That is given the
Type I error α, it necessarily follows that β = 1 − α. To sidestep this
obviously unacceptable situation, Wald changes the nature of the test.
Instead a half-width δ is introduced. The new hypothesis become
H0 : c ≤ θ − δ = θ0, and (2.8)
H1 : c ≥ θ + δ = θ1. (2.9)
27The same as verification, hence its use here.
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Switching the hypothesis has a number of interesting eﬀects. If the
probability c falls within the δ region, the number of samples required
increases exponentially. The choice of δ does not change the statistical
guarantees of SPRT, but does eﬀect the number of samples required.
Alternatively this can be framed in terms of a binomial distribu-
tion (for veriﬁcation purposes). Although the speciﬁc deﬁnition used
is inconsequential as they yield the same results28, it will be useful to
consider the form below:
H0 : g(X) ∼ Binomial(n, θ0), (2.10)
H1 : g(X) ∼ Binomial(n, θ1). (2.11)
The test relies on a clever stopping criterion: Continue to take samples
while the inequality 2.12 holds.
A ≤ p1n
p0n
≤ B (2.12)
The test accepts if the ratio is < A or rejects if it is > B. These bounds
are chosen so that the probability of falsely rejecting H0 is ≤ α and
the probability of falsely accepting H0 is ≤ β (handling the Type I and
II errors). Wald goes into an extensive proof to show this is true. In
practice A,B are diﬃcult to set optimally, so Wald (1945) recommends
using
A =
β
1− α , and (2.13)
B =
1− β
α
. (2.14)
The test does not put any restrictions on p0n, p1n, but states that they
are the probabilities of obtaining the samples xi assuming that Hi is
true. So Equation 2.12 is equivalent to the following:
p1n
p0n
=
f(fn;n, θ1)
f(fn;n, θ0)
, or (2.15)
=
θ1
fn(1− θ1)n−fn
θ0
fn(1− θ0)n−fn
, (2.16)
where fn =
∑n
i=1 g(xi) for i.i.d. x1, . . ., xn. This is deﬁned according
to the speciﬁcations of (Wald, 1945), and appears in a similar form in
Younes and Musliner (2002).
If the probability of sampling an event in the state space is p < 0.01,
then SPRT starts requiring more and more samples. For the ratio
28They yield the same results if they use the same distribution. This only works
because the hypotheses are equivalent.
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Figure 2.7. A three-dimensional plot of the function
f(0;n, p) where n varies from 50 to 2500 and p varies
from 0 to 0.01.
in Equation 2.12 to indicate a stop, enough samples must be drawn
to lower the variance (as alluded to in Section 1.4). Consider what
happens when n is held constant and p → 0. The number of events
that occur will decrease with p, which in turn decreases the probability
of seeing even a single event. f(0;n, p) = (1− p)n is the probability of
seeing no events and an example is shown in Figure 2.7. Now consider
how many samples would be required to see one event. The number
of events will be approximately np = 1 so rearranging yields n = 1/p.
Note that lim
p→0
1/p = +∞, which may been seen in Figure 2.8.
2.5. An Example State Space Model. Consider a simple model
with two states and one transition (given in Figure 2.9). That transition
goes from the initial state to failure with probability p, and loops back
to the initial state with probability 1−p. Here g(X) = 1 if a given trace
fails (reaches that second state) and is 0 otherwise. Set the simulation
length to T . The analytic (true) probability of failure given T is the
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Figure 2.8. Graph of n = 1/p for p varying from 0 to 0.01.
sum of all paths length ≤ T .
c = p
T−1∑
t=0
(1− p)t (2.17)
= 1− (1− p)T (2.18)
The model in Figure 2.9 has p = 0.01. The data was computed using an
implementation of Algorithm 1 (page 21). The corresponding graphs
show the current values of percent error, estimated probability, and
variance (vertical axis) given the ﬁrst n samples (horizontal axis). The
key observation to make is to correlate the estimated probability in
Figure 2.10 with the variance in Figure 2.11. The graphs are almost
identical. This means the estimated value of the variance to the mean
V ar [cˆ] /cˆ (where cˆ denotes the estimated value) is eﬀectively 100%.
Figure 2.12 shows the analytic percentage of error (E [X ]− cˆ)/E [X ].
2.6. Importance Sampling. The whole idea of Importance Sampling
is variance reduction. As seen in Figure 2.11 conventional sampling
performs poorly when sampling low probability events. Wald (1945)
created the optimal sequential test when he invented the SPRT, which
places statistical sampling in a conundrum. The solution it seems is
to sidestep the issue. The problem is the distribution f being sampled.
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Figure 2.9. A simple model for veriﬁcation as found in
Potts et al. (2013).
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Figure 2.10. The estimated probabilities cˆ (vertical
axis) for the domain in Figure 2.9, against number of
samples (horizontal axis). This comes from an empirical
sampling test using an implementation of Algorithm 1.
In terms of a model, f(xi) is the probability of the trace xi occurring.
This is the same as the product of the probabilities of the transitions
involved (Equation 2.18). SPRT can sample this space optimally, so
to get improvement, Hammersley and Handscomb (1964) developed
Importance Sampling. IS uses a second biased distribution denoted f∗.
This new distribution is chosen to have the events of interest sampled
at a higher probability. This new distribution is then sampled. Using
a clever transformation, Hammersley and Handscomb (1964) obtain
the probability in the original distribution. The key aspect of this
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Figure 2.11. The estimated variance of cˆ (vertical axis)
for the domain in Figure 2.9, against number of samples
(horizontal axis). This data set corresponds to Fig-
ure 2.10.
Mean Variance % Var % Error
0.0264 0.0257133 97.399 33.3178
0.0216 0.0211419 97.8792 9.0782
0.0208 0.0203755 97.9592 5.03827
0.0252 0.0245748 97.519 27.2579
0.0256 0.0249546 97.479 29.2779
0.0216 0.0211419 97.8792 9.0782
0.016 0.0157503 98.4394 −19.2013
0.0212 0.0207589 97.9192 7.05823
0.024 0.0234334 97.6391 21.198
0.0156 0.0153628 98.4794 −21.2213
Table 2.1. Summary table for sampling using Algo-
rithm 1 and taking 2500 samples from the model in Fig-
ure 2.9 for 10 diﬀerent veriﬁcation runs.
transformation is that when the variance is translated from f∗ to f it
yields a signiﬁcantly lower value.
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Figure 2.12. The analytic percentage error for the es-
timator cˆ (vertical axis) for the domain in Figure 2.9,
against number of samples (horizontal axis). This data
set corresponds to Figure 2.10.
The following develops IS according to Clarke and Zuliani (2011)
(which is also based upon Hammersley and Handscomb (1964)). A
second biased distribution f∗ is chosen such that the ratio f/f∗ is well
deﬁned29. Let c denote the probability Pr (g(X) = 1), i.e. c = E [g(X)].
The following identity (which uses Equation 1.2) is what IS rests upon:
c = E[g(X)] (2.19)
=
∫
R
g(x)f(x)dx (2.20)
=
∫
R
g(x)
f(x)
f∗(x)
f∗(x)dx (2.21)
=
∫
R
g(x)W (x)f∗(x) (2.22)
= E∗[g(X)W (X)]. (2.23)
29The main concern is having f∗(xi) = 0 for some xi.
28
where E∗[·] is the expectation value under the f∗ distribution and
W (X) = f(X)
f∗(X)
. Alternatively for a discrete distribution (using Equa-
tion 1.3) this becomes:
c = E[g(X)] (2.24)
=
∑
x∈X
g(x)f(x) (2.25)
=
∑
x∈X
g(x)
f(x)
f∗(x)
f∗(x) (2.26)
=
∑
x∈X
g(x)W (x)f∗(x) (2.27)
= E∗[g(X)W (X)]. (2.28)
Thus the IS estimator (average of traces) is
cˆIS =
1
n
n∑
i=1
g(xi)W (xi). (2.29)
The i.i.d. samples xi now come from the biased distribution f∗ . The
beneﬁt of this technique is that it has a diﬀerent variance function,
which—if a good bias is chosen—will lower the number of samples
needed.
V ar∗ [g(X)] = E∗
[
g2(X)W 2(X)
]−E∗ [g(X)]2 (2.30)
This can decrease because of the W 2(X) term, which for traces where
f∗(x) > f(x) (more likely in the new model) will be less than one, so
squaring shrinks this term even more.
2.6.1. Biasing. The theory gives an indicator as to the beneﬁt of this
technique, but it remains to be seen how to create the f∗ distribution
(or biased model). There exists an optimal bias, given by Clarke and
Zuliani (2011) as
f∗(X) =
g(X)f(X)
c
. (2.31)
It is straightforward to check that this will yield the exact answer, c,
in exactly one sample, with zero variance. First note that only failure
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traces will be sampled, since all non-failure traces have g(X) = 0.
cˆ =
n∑
i=1
f(xi)
f∗(xi)
(2.32)
=
f(xi)
f∗(xi)
(2.33)
= f(xi)
(
g(xi)f(xi)
c
)−1
(Note that g(xi) = 1.) (2.34)
= c (2.35)
This is clearly the ideal, but unfortunately the parameter c lies in this
equation, which is precisely the quantity to be estimated. This leads
to an interesting idea: Use IS to compute a bias for IS. One technique
that uses this is the cross-entropy method (Clarke and Zuliani, 2011).
To begin IS an initial biasing distribution must be chosen—this step is
critical to how fast an optimal bias can be found30. This discussion will
forgo the ﬁner details of the cross-entropy method, and instead focus
on a more deep-seated problem.
IS works excellently at reducing variance, provided the model rep-
resentation lends itself to biasing. In Figure 2.13, a modiﬁed version
of Figure 2.9 is presented. The parameter p (original probability) has
been replaced with ps (the biased probability). The following Figures,
2.14–2.16, use ps = 0.9, which for this case is one of the better avail-
able biases. A quick glance at Figure 2.15 shows that the variance has
been reduced by several orders of magnitude, but a closer examination
of Figure 2.14 reveals a problem: The estimated value is completely
incorrect. The relative error in this case sits at approximately 99%—
clearly unacceptable (see Table 2.2 and Figure 2.16). Potts et al. (2013)
worked to identify and address this issue and proposed DAGiﬁcation,
presented in Section 4.
Potts, Krebsbach, Thayer, and Musliner (2013), developed the exact
conditions for IS to create an optimal bias. It turns out the model
above is not a directed acyclic graph (DAG), which makes it impossi-
ble to achieve an optimal bias. Jordan Thayer proves in Potts et al.
(2013) that if the model is a DAG, then the optimal bias is always ex-
pressible. To see that the model above cannot express an optimal bias
is fairly trivial. Let i be any positive integer less than T , the max path
length. Note that the only diﬀerences between paths is their length, so
30More accurately the technique attempts to find a near optimal bias. As noted
in Section 2.4, the exactly value of c is not necessary for verification, only a good
enough approximation and high level of confidence.
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Figure 2.13. Model from Figure 2.9 parameterized for IS.
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Figure 2.14. The estimated probabilities cˆIS (vertical
axis) for the domain in Figure 2.13, against number of
samples (horizontal axis). This comes from an empirical
sampling test.
i uniquely speciﬁes a path; the only exception being the one path that
never transitions to failure. The probability of that path must be 0,
and the probability of every other path must be positive. Immediately
this system is unsolvable, because only the parameter ps may be biased.
Therefore no optimal bias exists.
3. Considerations for Verification
Having introduced the techniques and motivated the problems, a
brief interlude is prudent before embarking on the attempted solu-
tions. In particular, while the problems involved in statistical sampling
have been presented, sampling itself has not been suﬃciently motivated.
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Figure 2.15. The estimated variance of cˆIS (vertical
axis) for the domain in Figure 2.13, against number of
samples (horizontal axis). This data set corresponds to
Figure 2.14.
Mean Variance % Var % Error
0.00011049 9.823132473626215× 10−8 0.0889051 −99.442
0.0000972889 8.777007087445535× 10−8 0.0902159 −99.5087
0.0000944913 8.550569040813735× 10−8 0.0904906 −99.5228
0.00010608 9.478492594747778× 10−8 0.0893519 −99.4643
0.000100486 9.03388486780125× 10−8 0.0899022 −99.4926
0.0000932893 8.453101175281602× 10−8 0.0906117 −99.5289
0.000102493 9.193199312800421× 10−8 0.0896956 −99.4824
0.0000984853 8.873623016636276× 10−8 0.090101 −99.5027
0.0000952849 8.61553375738047× 10−8 0.0904187 −99.5188
0.0000968857 8.744822903491353× 10−8 0.0902592 −99.5107
Table 2.2. Summary table for Importance Sampling
taking 2500 samples from the model in Figure 2.13 with
ps = 0.1, for 10 veriﬁcation runs.
The question remains whether an analytic method of veriﬁcation would
yield more accurate results and/or take less time. Section 3.1 addresses
this issue, and elucidates other nuances involved with generalized ver-
sions of the model in Deﬁnition 2.7. Another key aspect which was
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Figure 2.16. The analytic percentage error for the es-
timator cˆIS (vertical axis) for the domain in Figure 2.13,
against number of samples (horizontal axis). This data
set corresponds to Figure 2.14.
skipped over regards the combination of the Sequential Probability
Ratio Test and Importance Sampling. This requires the probability
density function for the original model given samples from the f∗ dis-
tribution: A non-trivial computation. Section 3.2 motivates, describes,
and proves, a suitable method for bridging the gap between SPRT and
IS.
3.1. Empirical versus Analytic Methods. P-CIRCA uses an em-
pirical veriﬁcation method, but this begs the question why? One reason
is that no veriﬁcation technique exists that can handle a P-CIRCA do-
main in all of its generality31. The simple reason is that transitions in P-
CIRCA can have their own time-dependent distributions. In contrast,
the discussion in Section 2.2 deals with only constant probabilities,
and entirely ignores the concept of time. In a more elaborate domain
however, these distributions can take uniform, exponential, or normal
distributions. Veriﬁcation of a model with only constant transitions can
31At least not to this author’s knowledge or Potts, Krebsbach, Thayer, and Musliner
(2013). Some verifiers such as PRISMATIC (Kwiatkowska et al., 2011) can deal
with these problems analytically, but not under any reasonable time constraints as
required with planning and real-time agents.
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be diﬃcult depending on the size of the state space (a combinatorial
explosion), but adding in diﬀerent times creates an entirely unrealistic
task for purely analytic techniques.
This added complexity does not invalidate the sampling technique
IS uses, but does require that the functions f , f∗ correctly compute
the probabilities of traces. The probability density functions of the
distributions yield the transition probability exactly however, so this
is a non-issue. This does not stop the biasing step, but it makes Equa-
tion 2.31 far more diﬃcult to compute. Instead the optimal bias for a
transition needs to be deﬁned in terms of a distribution—which may
not be practical given the time constraints.
3.2. Combining SPRT and IS. This section explores sampling in
relation to probabilistic planning. In particular, sampling is a binomial
distribution of the success and failure traces. This work attempts to
combine SPRT and IS to achieve fewer samples. This work is a prelude
and companion to the work on DAGiﬁcation in Section 4. With IS
it is important to be careful about assuming a binomial distribution
though, since because of biasing there are no longer a discrete number
of success/failure trials. We also must account for lower variance in the
IS estimator when we compute the ratio test (else forfeit the beneﬁts
of IS).
We need to compute the ratio given in Equation 2.12. That ratio
comes from Bayes’ theorem (Bayes, 1984; Wald, 1945), where pim repre-
sents the probability that the sample point (x1, ..., xn∗) will be obtained
assuming that Hi is true. No such a sample exists however, because the
sample Wald was referring to must come from the f distribution, and
we are now taking samples from the (biased) f∗ distribution. The num-
ber of failures fn from the biased distribution is n∗ × cˆIS, but this will
in general be a real number where the binomial distribution requires an
integer. The real issue however, is that simply performing this step will
not give any beneﬁt. This is because both standard sampling and IS
will produce the same estimate of E [g(X)], and thus they will produce
the same fn (in the limit).
The problem now becomes what is the probability of obtaining the
estimated value cˆis given that the hypothesis Hi holds
32. This can be
obtained using the normal distribution where the probability density
function is deﬁned as
ϕ(x) =
1
σ
φ
(
x− µ
σ
)
, (3.1)
32This is defined for i = 0, 1 in Equation 2.9.
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and φ(x) is deﬁned as
φ(x) =
1√
2π
e−
1
2
x2. (3.2)
Then for sampling a model using IS, the corresponding values are
µ = E [X ]n, (3.3)
σ = nθi (θi− 1) , and (3.4)
x = fn. (3.5)
This leaves only the parameter n unknown, which must be calculated
using the samples x1, . . . , xn∗ from the f∗ distribution.
Proposition 3.1: Given the values cˆIS, and n∗ from the f∗ distribu-
tion, the equivalent number of samples in the f distribution is
n =
n∗V ar∗ [g(X)]
E∗ [g(X)]− E∗ [g(X)]2
(3.6)
This makes the pim the following:
Pr (x1, ..., xn∗|Hi) = ϕ(x), (3.7)
=
1
nθi (θi − 1)φ
(
ncˆIS − θin
nθi (θi − 1)
)
. (3.8)
Proof. The only thing necessary for this argument is to show that n
really is the correct number of samples for the variance achieved. If
this holds, then the probability in Equation 3.8 will be correct and
the SPRT will work correctly. To say n is correct for the variance
achieved, set the estimated variance of the number of failures in f∗
(Equation 2.30 multiplied by n∗) equal to the estimated variance of the
number of failures in f (Equation 1.6 multiplied by n).
nV ar [g(X)] = n∗V ar∗ [g(X)] (3.9)
n =
n∗V ar∗ [g(X)]
V ar [g(X)]
(3.10)
This means if V ar [g(X)] can be estimated, n can be estimated. The
get an estimate, use Equation 1.6 to get
V ar [g(X)] = E
[
g2(X)
]−E [g(X)]2 . (3.11)
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Figure 3.1. Graph of the resulting n parameter from
n∗ samples from the biased f∗ distribution, calculated
using Equation 3.6. This data set corresponds to Fig-
ure 2.14.
Then note that the fundamental identity from IS, Equations 2.23 and 2.28,
give that E [g(X)] = E∗ [g(X)], so
V ar [g(X)] = E
[
g2(X)
]−E∗ [g(X)]2 , (3.12)
= E [g(X)]− E∗ [g(X)]2 , (3.13)
= E∗ [g(X)]− E∗ [g(X)]2 , (3.14)
where the second step uses g(X) ⊂ {0, 1} from Equation 2.5. Thus the
ﬁnal expression for n becomes exactly Equation 3.6 above. 
This allows the calculation of the ratio in Equation 2.12 for SPRT,
using the data from IS. This process simply uses the already calculated
estimates of V ar∗ [g(X)] and E∗ [g(X)]. The last small caveat is that
fn, and n will in general still be real numbers. In fact in practice
they are both quite small (less than 1). This is ﬁne however, as the
only thing that matters in the ratio test is the relative proportion of
fn to n, not the magnitudes themselves. This is shown in Figure 3.1
for Importance Sampling, and later in Figure 4.6 for DAGiﬁcation (see
page 43).
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4. DAGification
Section 2.6 showed the potential problems with IS. DAGiﬁcation
Potts et al. (2013) is a proposed solution to this problem. Since P-
CIRCA sampling uses a implicit representation (as in Section 2.2), al-
most all P-CIRCA domains contain loops. In fact, these loops are
actually a strength of the P-CIRCA planner. DAGiﬁcation seeks to
bridge this gap by creating a separate “DAGiﬁed” model for the ver-
iﬁer. This is possible for any model with a ﬁnite horizon (not just
P-CIRCA domains). The graph is in fact a DAG, but the representa-
tion is not. To see this, compute all paths of ≤ T . As long as there
is a lower bound ǫ, such that no step takes less than ǫ, no path can
be longer than T/ǫ. Finally, if all states have ﬁnite branching factors,
then this will bound the number of paths to be ﬁnite as well33.
Completely transforming the graph into a DAG is impractical, and
doing so requires enumerating all possible paths (within the thresh-
old). The sum of the probabilities of these paths (multiplied by g(X)),
exactly yields the analytic probability sought34. Since the overriding
assumption is that the domain is too complex to solve analytically,
clearly this is impractical.
Figure 4.1 shows the original P-CIRCA architecture on the left and
the new scheme with added DAGiﬁcation elements on the right. The
details of this part follow in Section 4.1. The process works almost
identically to Section 2.2. The only exception comes when the plan is
passed from the planner to the simulator. Instead the DAGifier and
Biaser take over. First the simple n-step DAGiﬁcation takes place,
then the IS biaser creates an initial bias to begin veriﬁcation. Finally,
the sampling process continues (using IS).
4.1. Simple DAGification. Section 2.6 evinced the problem with
non-acyclic directed graphs. This section now approaches DAGiﬁca-
tion from a technical standpoint. To circumvent this DAG problem,
instead of biasing the original model, construct a new model by ex-
panding all paths from the initial state of length ≤ k and then bias the
new model.
The DAGiﬁcation method—in its original form—seeks to shorten the
gap between the best possible bias and the optimal one. The technique
expands all paths out to length k < T from the initial state so that the
33For the continuous time models mentioned in Section 3.1, this assumption does
not hold. This does not however, hinder the DAGification process.
34Some analytic verifiers use a time limit, but other may not. The later case can
be much more difficult and may not even yield the desired result.
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Figure 4.1. Flow chart of P-CIRCA’s planning model
before and after adding DAGiﬁcation as found in Potts
et al. (2013).
bias can be more fully speciﬁed. Extending the paths refers to replacing
the paths in the original model with a single transition from the initial
state to the last state on each path. This breaks the interdependence
on parameters and increases the number of independent35 parameters
IS can bias. For a graph with average branching factor b, DAGiﬁcation
35Independent refers to transitions that can be set without affecting the probabili-
ties of other paths.
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Figure 4.2. The simple model from Figure 2.9 after the
DAGiﬁcation process as found in Potts et al. (2013).
takes bk steps. If this will save m samples, then k should be approxi-
mately logbm. but this can be impractical to estimate in advance. For
an idea how this process works, consider the DAGiﬁcation process of
the simple model in Figure 2.9. The process is visualized in Figure 4.2
and formalized in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: DAGify-Model(S ∈ S, S, A, k)
Result: A new DAGiﬁed model (S ′0,S ′,A′)
1 Let paths = 〈Y1, . . . , Yn〉 be the terminal states with step limit k;
2 Let S ′0 be a new state identical to the initial state, and make this
the new initial state;
3 Let S ′ = S ∪ {S ′0};
4 Let A′ = A;
5 foreach Yi ∈ paths do
6 Make arc Ai from S
′
0 to end(Yi), with probability equal to the
trace probability of Yi (given in Equation 2.1);
7 Add Ai to A′;
8 return (S ′,A′);
4.2. A Simple Model Revisited. The new model (Figure 4.2) will
have k paths (denoted Y1, . . ., Yk where path Yi fails in i steps), and
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Mean Variance % Variance % Error
0.0189153 0.0000167851 0.0887386 −4.47956
0.0189153 0.0000167831 0.0887273 −4.47922
0.0188519 0.0000179237 0.0950762 −4.79955
0.018947 0.0000162118 0.0855642 −4.31933
0.0188836 0.0000173526 0.091892 −4.63919
0.0188282 0.0000183472 0.0974454 −4.91928
0.0188202 0.0000184904 0.0982475 −4.95958
0.0189232 0.0000166416 0.087943 −4.43941
0.0189312 0.0000164969 0.0871411 −4.39899
0.0187886 0.000019053 0.101407 −5.1193
Table 4.1. Summary table for Importance Sampling
taking 2500 samples from the model in Figure 2.13 with
ps = 0.1, and other probabilities set optimally.
one path Yloop that does not fail. The new model is biased to have each
path Yi with probability pbi , and ploop = 1−
∑k
i=1 pbi . The two limiting
cases are k = 1, the original model, and k = T , where every possible
path is enumerated (Section 4.1). The only interesting case is where
k < T . Every path Yi gets an pseudo-optimal bias, but the rest of the
model has its original form. To see what happens in this case, suppose
all pbi are set to be
pbi =
p(1− p)i
c
. (4.1)
Figure 4.3 shows the results of sampling the new model with ps = 0.9
and with all pbi ’s set as in Equation 4.1
36. Comparing this estimation to
the correct value reveals a low percentage of error. Moreover, Figure 4.4
shows that the variance remains reduced (although not as low as the
plain IS case). What happens for various k values in this model is
that with probability 1 − ploop an optimal trace will be sampled, and
with probability ploop a result similar to Section 2.6.1 will be obtained.
This yields a ratio roughly proportional to k for the amount of error
in the estimate. In practice, the probabilities pbi will be set via the
cross-entropy or some similar method, using an estimated value for c.
4.3. DAGification and Time. With all DAGiﬁcation techniques, if
the model uses continuous time (as in Section 3.1), special care must
be taken not to alter the original model in such a way that inherently
36It may not be the best possible bias to have some transitions set “optimally” with
others unable to be set optimally.
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Figure 4.3. The estimated probabilities cˆDAG (vertical
axis) for the domain in Figure 4.2, against number of
samples (horizontal axis). This comes from an empirical
sampling test using an implementation of Algorithm 2
with k = 190.
changes the original distribution. Even if time is not continuous how-
ever (as in Deﬁnition 2.7), a change is valid if and only if for the event of
interest g(X) in the original model, the expectation E [g(X)] remains
unchanged in the new model. This means when Importance Sampling
operates on the DAGiﬁed model, it is still valid to do hypothesis testing
on the original model. DAGiﬁcation must not introduce or remove any
path in the original domain, unless it does not change the probabilities
of reaching terminal or failure states (in the case of veriﬁcation).
Continuous time models provide a unique realm of problems and
beneﬁts and have remained undeﬁned so far in this work. The only
way for a DAGiﬁcation change to break a model, however, is to change
timing information. This is handled in simple DAGiﬁcation by ignoring
any transitions involving timing distributions, thus leaving the alterable
domain a model as in Deﬁnition 2.7. Extending these techniques to
modify continuous time models requires a great deal more analysis,
and a formalization of continuous time models. The standard model
used (including by P-CIRCA) involves the formalization of continuous-
time Markov Chains as in Aziz, Sanwal, Singhal, and Brayton (2000).
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Figure 4.4. The estimated variance of cˆDAG (vertical
axis) for the domain in Figure 4.2, against number of
samples (horizontal axis). This data set corresponds to
Figure 4.3.
This is a direction for P-CIRCA and DAGiﬁcation to continue, but has
not yet been explored.
DAGiﬁcation must also compensate for time bounds by making any
added arc account for the total time of the path. This is suppressed
in Section 2 for ease of explanation, but is a simple addition to Al-
gorithm 2. Simply compute the sum of the times of each transition
and assign that as the time for the new model. Since this is a simple
addition, Section 5 on improving DAGiﬁcation will only mention time
bounds if there is a risk of violating them, and otherwise leave them
suppressed.
5. Improving DAGification
DAGiﬁcation seeks to create a better representation for IS to use
during the biasing process. The idea is to systematically remove loops
from the sampling model, which simple DAGiﬁcation (Section 4.1) ac-
complishes by expanding all paths out from the initial state to some
depth k. This can work very well, but is relatively aimless in its at-
tempt. Algorithm 2 makes no attempt to guide its paths, but simply
performs a brute-force breadth-ﬁrst search as in Section 1.3.3. Also in
that section however, heuristic search was presented. The idea was to
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Figure 4.5. The analytic percentage error for the esti-
mator cˆDAG (vertical axis) for the domain in Figure 4.2,
against number of samples (horizontal axis). This data
set corresponds to Figure 4.3.
guide the search in a more eﬃcient manner, thus achieving a grossly
more eﬃcient search process. This did not change the core of the al-
gorithm, because A* is still conceptually similar to BFS, and IDA*
compares to DFS. This motivates creating new forms of DAGiﬁcation,
based on the same concept and motivation of simple DAGiﬁcation, but
sharpening their loop removing eﬀorts.
An interesting concept from the cross-entropy method is using sam-
pling to improve sampling. This inspires using a similar scheme to
guide DAGiﬁcation. If a loop is going to be problematic, it must be
sampled at a relatively high frequency—otherwise the samples from the
loop constitute too small a proportion of the total samples to have any
statistical signiﬁcance. This concept culminates in two related concepts
of DAGiﬁcation, presented in Section 5.2.
5.1. Merge DAGification. Typically the state space will explode
exponentially in k with simple DAGiﬁcation; merge DAGiﬁcation at-
tempts to limit this explosion. The idea is after all paths have been
extended once, check if multiple paths lead to the same state. Each
time two or more paths are found leading to the same state (a transposi-
tion), the probabilities are summed and a single arc is added going from
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Figure 4.6. Graph of the resulting n parameter from
n∗ samples from the biased f∗ distribution, calculated
using Equation 3.6. This data set corresponds to Fig-
ure 4.3.
the initial to target state. The Iterative-Expansion A* (IEA*) (Potts
and Krebsbach, 2012) heuristic search algorithm takes advantage of
this idea to increase its overall eﬃciency. The algorithm works almost
exactly like IDA*, but adds an additional step to keep track of transpo-
sitions and eliminate them from the search tree. Potts and Krebsbach
(2012) showed that this decreases the number of states exponentially
versus IDA* (which makes almost no attempt to trim transpositions).
This gives good reason to believe that merge DAGiﬁcation will in fact
drastically decrease the number of states generated in simple DAGiﬁ-
cation, provided transpositions do exist.
Merging multiples paths comes with a number of delicate nuances
depending on the domain however. First, such a change is likely to
change timing information. An advanced transition may be added how-
ever, that includes timing information corresponding to probabilities.
Thus the new arc would transition to a state with a given probability,
with sub-probabilities corresponding to various time quantities. While
P-CIRCA has the capability to add these transitions, this will only
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deal with transitions not involving time in the ﬁrst place. The tech-
nique may (with relative ease) be extended, but—as mentioned in Sec-
tion 4.3—a complete handling of continuous time is beyond the scope
of the algorithm.
The only practical use of merge DAGiﬁcation (ignoring the timing
diﬃculties), is to reduce the number of arcs created. This can result
in an exponential decrease (in terms of k) in the number of arcs. The
technique does not however, change the ability of IS to compute biases.
As such no formal algorithm is presented here, but an implementation
of merge DAGiﬁcation, ignoring timing information, can be found in
Appendix A.
This brings up an interesting idea: What if we did replace multiple
paths to the same state with a single arc? Ignoring time and instead
considering a step bound T on the number of arcs in a path, merge
DAGiﬁcation would enable the simulator to explore more of the state
space than the step bound T originally allowed. If the bound T is set
primarily to keep simulations from consuming too much computation
time, and not as some real-world time consideration, then this actu-
ally allows a more accurate estimate E [g(X)]. This becomes a design
decision, and possibly an excellent beneﬁt. We discuss this now in
Section 5.2 as an optional implementation.
5.2. Loop Sampling DAGification. Section 5 starts by motivating
a more focused DAGiﬁcation technique: Loop sampling. This DAGiﬁ-
cation scheme uses the idea of incorporating sampling information. In
overview, the technique involves three key steps:
1. Generate sample traces of the model,
2. Detect loops in those traces, and
3. Remove the loops from the model.
The ﬁrst step is trivial given Algorithm 1, although the number of
samples requires some analysis. In general, a certain number of initial
samples must be drawn by IS after setting the initial bias, and even
plain SPRT requires a certain number of samples before beginning the
ratio test. In either case, using these samples should be suﬃcient to
detect any pertinent loops. Detecting a loop is in fact another binomial
variate where
l(X) =
{
1 if a loop exists in X, and
0 otherwise.
(5.1)
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The expectation E [l(X)] gives the probability of sampling a loop. For
loop-based DAGiﬁcation there is no immediate beneﬁt to calculating
this quantity, but it does tell us that if no loop has been detected in the
ﬁrst 140 samples, SPRT can verify that E [l(X)] < 0.05 with α = 0.05,
β = 0.05, and δ = 0.01. In which case DAGiﬁcation will likely not be
beneﬁcial. This is good news however, because this yields an equation
for estimating the likelihood of the model containing loops.
Equation 5.1 requires a means for achieving step two, which is sim-
ilarly straightforward. Algorithm 3 succinctly handles this task. The
only nuance to consider is what happens when a given trace contains
multiple loops. The indicator l(X) does not care about quantity but
only existence. The question remains however: Which loop should
DAGiﬁcation consider? Or should it consider all of them? This algo-
rithm only deals with one loop at a time, and in particular, the ﬁrst
loop detected. This stems from the observation that changing a loop
near the initial state that is possibly interlinked with later loops may
alter the other loops in the model. Thus it does not make practical
sense to try and eliminate multiple loops at a time.
Algorithm 3: Find-Loop(〈S0, . . . , Sn〉)
Result: A path representing the ﬁrst loop or an empty list.
1 for i = 0..n− 1 do
2 for j = i+ 1..n do
3 if Si = Sj then
4 return 〈Si, . . . , Sj〉;
5 return 〈〉;
Finally the third and most diﬃcult step remains: How should we
eliminate the loop? This draws on the previous discussion in Section 5.1
regarding the nature of the step or time limit T . One option almost
directly uses the simple DAGiﬁcation of Algorithm 2, with one slight
modiﬁcation: Only expand paths along the loop, and consider any state
oﬀ of the loop to be terminal. The validity of the resulting model re-
sults from the same argument as simple DAGiﬁcation. In fact, this
is the most natural extension of that algorithm, where it now directly
targets the common loops in the domain. This also sidesteps a possi-
ble dilemma from the preceding discussion on detecting loops; namely,
interconnected loops.
Suppose that the design decision is made similar to merge DAGiﬁ-
cation that exploring more of the state space is good, and the speciﬁc
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timing information is unimportant. Is there a way to actually elimi-
nate the loop, not just DAGify some portion of it away? The answer
is yes, and a technique is presented in Algorithm 4, but the details
are complex. Consider the generalized loop in Figure 5.1. This shows
some number of states connected in a loop and lists the probabilities.
Not shown are other possible arcs leaving or entering the states on the
loop. In particular, some of these arcs may lead to other states on
the loop, thus constituting an interconnected loop. To eliminate the
loop, just one arc out of the k arcs needs to be removed. Due to the
possibility of interconnectedness however, this may make previously ob-
tainable paths (other than the loop) inaccessible. Instead, remove all
of the arcs in the loop. That way upon entering any of the states Si,
no possibility exists of entering the loop.
Of course this completely changes the structure of the model, so the
algorithm must somehow compensate for these removed arcs without
reintroducing the loop (or a new loop). State Si still needs to be able
to reach states S0 , . . ., Si−1, Si+1, . . ., Sk, but after transition to one of
those states, the loop should be exited37. This leads to the concept in
Figure 5.2, where new states S ′0, . . ., S
′
k have been added. Each state
S ′i get all the arcs out of the original state Si, with the exception of the
arc to Si+1
38. Each state Si has all original arcs removed, and instead
gets arcs Ai,0, . . ., Ai,k to each of the states S
′
0, . . ., S
′
k (including S
′
i
on purpose). This eﬀectively guarantees that the new model has the
same reachability as the original. The only consideration left is how to
set the probabilities correctly. This means the probability of getting
to any state, by taking a path through the loop, remains unchanged.
These only remain unchanged independent of the time of entry however.
This is equivalent to entering the loop as an initial state, and allowing
the paths through the loop of length < T . From this a net probability
starting at state Si and exiting the loop at state Sj can be calculated.
This probability then becomes the value of pi,j corresponding to arc
Ai,j.
To calculate these probabilities, ﬁrst consider the probability of loop-
ing once, which is the trace probability deﬁned in Equation 2.1. Look-
ing at the deﬁnition—the product of the arc probabilities—it is clear
that the order does not matter. Thus the probability of looping is in-
variant with respect to starting position. Denote this pℓ, which will
37Returning to the loop on some other path is not only acceptable, but expected
with interconnected loops.
38Here subscripts are computed modulo n+ 1, so n+ 1 would be 0, and in general
i+ 1 is the next state in the loop.
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S0
S1
p1
S2
S3
Sk
p2
p3
pk
Figure 5.1. A general loop in a model based on Deﬁnition 2.7.
have value
pℓ =
k∏
i=0
pi. (5.2)
The probability of looping n times (deﬁned recursively) is the probabil-
ity of looping once times the probability of looping n− 1 times. Iterat-
ing this recursion yields a probability of pnℓ . This makes the probability
pi,j equal to the sum of the probabilities of looping 0 to
⌊
T−j−k+i+1
k+1
⌋
,
times the probability of going from Si to Sj around the loop, times the
probability of leaving the loop at Sj. Putting this together yields
pi,j = (1− pj)


⌊T−j−k+ik+1 ⌋∑
n=1
pnℓ


(
j+k∏
n=i
pn
)
, (5.3)
where subscripts are computed modulo k+1. The term j+k in the last
product is to ensure that the product goes the right direction around
the loop, e.g. going from S2 to S0 should go use the product p2 · · · pk,
not the product p1p0. The number of loops is calculated using the
step bound T : subtracting the path from Si to Sj which accounts for
j + k − i steps; dividing by the length of the loop k + 1; and taking
the ﬂoor because partially-traversed loops are accounted for in the last
term of Equation 5.3. The probability of continuing in the loop from
Sj is pj, so 1− pj yields the probability of leaving the loop.
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S0
S1
p0,1
S2
S3
Sk
p0,2
p0,3
p0,k
Sk
S3
S2
S1
S0
p0,0
Figure 5.2. The loop from Figure 5.1 after DAGiﬁca-
tion Algorithm 4.
This yields a new model where regardless of the entry point Si, an arc
to some S ′j will be taken, and that state cannot continue along the loop.
In terms of Importance Sampling, k+1 interdependent parameters have
been exchanged for (k + 1)k+1 independent parameters. Similarly to
Section 4.1, these equations can be expanded to accounting for constant
times, but account for distributions takes a good deal more work. An
interesting note is that these (k + 1)k+1 are actually needed by IS to
handle the loop correctly, even if it is a large number. This concept is
implemented in Algorithm 4.
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Algorithm 4: DAGify-Loops(S, A, T , N)
Result: A new model with loops in N samples removed.
1 Let S ′ = S;
2 Let A′ = A;
3 for ℓ = 1..N do
4 Let path be a sample trace;
5 Let loop = Find− Loop(path);
6 if loop 6= 〈〉 then
7 Let 〈S0, . . . , Sk〉 represent loop;
8 Set S ′ = S ′ ∪ {S ′0, . . . , S ′k};
9 Let pℓ be computed via Equation 5.2;
10 for i = 0..k do
11 for j = 0..k do
12 Let pi,j be computed via Equation 5.3;
13 Let Ai,j =
(
pi,j, Si, S
′
j
)
;
14 Add Ai,j to A′;
15 return (S ′,A′);
6. Conclusion
The hope of this thesis is to provide a solid theoretical framework and
to analyze and understand the shortcomings of implicit graph represen-
tations in relation to Importance Sampling and the Sequential Proba-
bility Ratio Test (see Section 2). The discussion covers all aspects of
the general problem with implicit graphs, and exhibits the speciﬁc re-
lation to P-CIRCA. The discussion draws on Potts et al. (2013) (which
exposes the gap in the literature applying SPRT and IS to planning),
but quickly branches into new territory. Particularly Section 3.2 which
developed Proposition 3.1, relating the number of samples in the biased
distribution f∗ to the original distribution f . In addition, numerous em-
pirical ﬁgures and tables provide evidence for various claims and give
the reader an intuitive understanding of the underlying mechanisms.
Appendix A provides implementations for almost all the techniques
discussed. While the algorithms presented include suﬃcient detail for
the experienced programmer to implement them, a great deal of techni-
cal freedom remains. The included code gives an example implementa-
tion of the algorithms, deﬁnitions, techniques, equations, and syntax.
The concept of DAGiﬁcation (in its various ﬂavors), provides the
groundwork for future graph transformations of probabilistic models.
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Simple DAGiﬁcation (see Section 4), developed in Potts et al. (2013)
and critically analyzed in this thesis, was the important ﬁrst step for
DAGiﬁcation schemes. This analysis allowed Section 5 creative freedom
to develop new techniques such as loop and merge DAGiﬁcation, and
ﬁnally loop DAGiﬁcation showed how this relatively simple idea could
be expanded into a more elegant and eﬃcient technique.
For the goal of creating intelligent agents to be achieved, those
agents must be able to make probabilistic guarantees of safety. The
greater the conﬁdence the better as these agents move into more and
more safety critical situations. An agent will have virtually no chance
of analytic veriﬁcation, so empirical methods will be the only option
available39. DAGiﬁcation pushes the state-of-the-art for sampling in P-
CIRCA, which is currently employed (without DAGiﬁcation) in many
real-world applications. Research will continue to ﬁnd new techniques
for veriﬁcation, but for now DAGiﬁcation allows P-CIRCA (and pos-
sibly other planners) to continue to push the envelope of probabilistic
planning.
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Appendix A. Scheme Code
The following is the code for an implementation of the majority of
the algorithms described in this work. The code base only performs
veriﬁcation: No automated planner is included. The models use proba-
bilistic transitions as in Deﬁnition 2.7, and minimal support is included
for cost-based arcs. Timing information is not explicitly handled, and
all steps cost one. The purpose of this code was to test the concepts
and eﬃciencies of the various DAGiﬁcation techniques against simple
sampling using the Sequential Probability Ratio Test and also Impor-
tance Sampling. This code deﬁnes a nice syntax for describing domains
(a simpliﬁed version of Syntax 2.1 on page 14), and also includes a cou-
ple sample models. All code is written in the Scheme programming
language. The code uses a switch in terminology to refer to sets of
arcs out of a state as transitions instead of actions, since no planner
is involved anymore. The only remnant of planning terminology is the
keyword ’unplanned which denotes a state with no arcs leaving (which
by Deﬁnition 2.7 is terminal).
A.1. Utilities. This code ﬁle contains all the useful functions needed
to perform the more advanced techniques in the other ﬁles. This in-
cludes handling vectors, searching through lists and vectors, and var-
ious looping constructs. No particularly novel concepts are involved,
although this code attempts to add new syntactic forms to make the
rest of the code base as elegant as possible.
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; F i l e : u t i l s . scm
; ; Author : Col in M Pot ts
; ; U t i l i t y f un c t i on s used e l s ewhere in the program .
#lang scheme
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Which f unc t i on s ge t prov ided f o r use in o ther
; ; f i l e s .
(provide
in−range ? apply−syntax find−max find−min fo r each
do−loop f i top min max mem−part take−part
vec to r− s e l e c t v e c t o r− f i r s t vector−grow vector−copy
vec to r−a l l ?)
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; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Searches f o r obj , us ing the comp? p r ed i c a t e .
; ; This w i l l s earch the l i s t l s t e x c l ud i n g the end
; ; o f the l i s t , which i s s p e c i f i e d v i a the r e s t
; ; parameter . Returns the matching item and a l l
; ; i tems a f t e r in the l i s t , or f a l s e .
( d e f i n e (mem−part comp? obj l s t rest )
( let mvp ( [ l s t l s t ] )
(cond
[ ( null ? l s t ) #f ]
[ ( eqv ? rest l s t ) #f ]
[ ( comp? ( car l s t ) obj ) l s t ]
[ e l s e (mvp ( cdr l s t ) ) ] ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Works l i k e mem−part , t a ke s a l l the e lements from
; ; the s t a r t o f the l i s t u n t i l the e lements in r e s t
; ; have been reached .
( d e f i n e ( take−part l s t rest )
( let tp ( [ l s t l s t ] )
(cond
[ ( null ? l s t ) ’ ( ) ]
[ ( eqv ? rest l s t ) ’ ( ) ]
[ e l s e ( cons ( car l s t ) ( tp ( cdr l s t ) ) ) ] ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Copies a l l e lements from a source vec to r to a
; ; d e s t i n a t i o n vec tor , s t a r t i n g a t index l o c in the
; ; d e s t v e c to r .
( d e f i n e ( vector−copy dest l o c source )
( let ( [max (− ( vector− l ength source ) 1 ) ] )
( do−loop
( vector−set ! dest (+ l o c i )
( vector− re f source i ) )
{ i 0 max})
dest ) )
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; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; A mu l t i p l e purpose func t i on with take s a pred?
; ; f unc t i on which i s an ordering , to re turn the top
; ; e lement in a l i s t .
( d e f i n e ( top pred ? f i r s t . rest )
(cond
[ ( null ? rest ) f i r s t ]
[ ( pred ? ( car rest ) f i r s t )
(apply top
( cons pred ?
( cons ( car rest ) ( cdr rest ) ) ) ) ]
[ e l s e
(apply top
( cons pred ? ( cons f i r s t ( cdr rest ) ) ) ) ]
) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Do the func t i on func on a l l i n d i c e s from s t a r t
; ; to end i n c l u s i v e .
( d e f i n e (do∗ func s t a r t end )
(unless (> s t a r t end ) ( func s t a r t )
(do∗ func (+ s t a r t 1) end ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Same as above , but de f ined as a new syntax ru l e
; ; i n s t e ad o f a func t i on f o r ease o f use .
( def ine−syntax do−loop
( syntax−rules ( )
( (_ expr {var s t a r t end })
(do∗ ( lambda ( var ) expr ) s t a r t end ) ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Find the minimum element in a l i s t .
( d e f i n e (min f i r s t . rest )
(apply top (cons < (cons f i r s t rest ) ) ) )
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; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Find the maximum element in a l i s t .
( d e f i n e (max f i r s t . rest )
(apply top (cons < (cons f i r s t rest ) ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Take a vec to r vec t and cop i e s i t s e lements in to
; ; a new vec to r o f l e n g t h n .
( d e f i n e ( vector−grow vect n)
( let ∗ ( [ vect ∗ (make−vector n ) ]
[ set ( lambda ( i )
( vector−set !
vect ∗ i ( vector− re f vect i ) ) ) ] )
(do∗ set 0 (min (− ( vector− l ength vect ) 1) n ) )
vect ∗ ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; I s the number x in the range [min , max ]?
( d e f i n e ( in−range ? x min max)
(and [<= min x ] [<= x max ] ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Syntax f o r and i f−e l se− then s ta tement where the
; ; e l s e par t comes b e f o r e the then par t .
( def ine−syntax f i
( syntax−rules ( )
( (_ t e s t f a l s e t rue )
( i f (not t e s t ) f a l s e t rue ) ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Define a syntax ru l e to app ly a syntax ru l e to a
; ; g i ven expre s s i on .
( def ine−syntax apply−syntax
( syntax−rules ( )
( (_ proc ( item . . . ) ) ( proc item . . . ) ) ) )
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; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Checks i f a l l e lements in a vec to r s a t i s f y a
; ; p r e d i c a t e pred ? .
( d e f i n e ( vec to r−a l l ? pred ? vector )
( l e t r e c ( [ v−a?
( lambda ( i )
(cond [(< i 0) #t ]
[ ( pred ? ( vector− re f vector i ) )
(v−a? (− i 1 ) ) ]
[ e l s e #f ] ) ) ] )
(v−a? (− ( vector− l ength vector ) 1 ) ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Find the maximum element in l s t , where s e l e c t i s
; ; a func t i on t ha t e x t r a c t s the number par t from
; ; each element .
( d e f i n e ( find−max s e l e c t l s t )
( let fm ( [max ( s e l e c t ( car l s t ) ) ] [ l s t ( cdr l s t ) ] )
(cond
[ ( null ? l s t ) max ]
[(> ( s e l e c t ( car l s t ) ) max)
( fm ( s e l e c t ( car l s t ) ) ( cdr l s t ) ) ]
[ e l s e ( fm max ( cdr l s t ) ) ] ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Find the minimum element in l s t , where s e l e c t i s
; ; a func t i on t ha t e x t r a c t s the number par t from
; ; each element .
( d e f i n e ( find−min s e l e c t l s t )
( let fm ( [min ( s e l e c t ( car l s t ) ) ] [ l s t ( cdr l s t ) ] )
(cond
[ ( null ? l s t ) min ]
[(< ( s e l e c t ( car l s t ) ) min)
( fm ( s e l e c t ( car l s t ) ) ( cdr l s t ) ) ]
[ e l s e ( fm min ( cdr l s t ) ) ] ) ) )
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; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Do the func t i on func f o r each element in l s t .
( d e f i n e ( f o r each ∗ func l s t )
(unless [ null ? l s t ] ( func ( car l s t ) )
( f o r each ∗ func ( cdr l s t ) ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Do the func t i on func f o r each element in l s t ,
; ; and pas s ing the index i to func .
( d e f i n e ( f o r each∗−count func l s t i )
(unless [ null ? l s t ] ( func ( car l s t ) i )
( f o r each ∗ func ( cdr l s t ) (+ i 1 ) ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Define syntax to f o r typ ing foreach s ta tements .
( def ine−syntax fo r each
( syntax−rules ( in do : )
( (_ var in l s t do expr . . . )
( f o r each ∗ ( lambda ( var ) expr . . . ) l s t ) )
( (_ var : i t e r in l s t do expr . . . )
( f o r each∗−count
( lambda ( var i t e r ) expr . . . ) l s t 0 ) ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; F i l t e r s the e lements in a vec to r vect , keep ing
; ; on ly tho se e lements which s a t i s f y pred ? .
( d e f i n e ( vec to r− s e l e c t pred ? vect )
( let vf ( [ i 0 ] [ l s t ’ ( ) ] )
(cond
[(= i ( vector− l ength vect ) ) l s t ]
[ ( pred ? ( vector− re f vect i ) )
( v f (+ i 1) (cons ( vector− re f vect i ) l s t ) ) ]
[ e l s e ( v f (+ i 1) l s t ) ] ) ) )
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; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Finds the f i r s t e lement in vec t t h a t s a t i s f i e s
; ; the p r e d i c a t e pred ? .
( d e f i n e ( v e c t o r− f i r s t pred ? vect )
( let vf ( [ i 0 ] )
(cond
[(= i ( vector− l ength vect ) )
( error ’ v e c t o r− f i r s t "no␣ element ␣ found" ) ]
[ ( pred ? ( vector− re f vect i ) )
( vector− re f vect i ) ]
[ e l s e ( v f (+ i 1 ) ) ] ) ) )
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A.2. Mathematic Utilities. Another code ﬁle of utilities, but this
time for computing various mathematical ideas. This also provides
new syntactic forms to enable the later ﬁles to write sums in a very
succinct and natural way. It also includes computing products, a global
*EPSILON* parameter to specify how close two number should be to be
consider the same (an artifact of computer hardware), and a function
for computing numerical ranges. These functions will pop up frequently
throughout the remaining code ﬁles.
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; F i l e : math . scm
; ; Author : Col in M Pot ts
; ; A s e t o f u s e f u l math u t i l i t y f un c t i on s .
#lang scheme
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; This f i l e s dependencies .
( require " u t i l s . scm" )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Provide f un c t i on s f o r use in o ther f i l e s .
(provide sum sum∗ prod prod∗ range ∗EPSILON∗)
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Define the sma l l e s t number d i f f e r e n c e a l l owed .
( d e f i n e ∗EPSILON∗ 1e−100 )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Compute the sum of func f o r the i nd i c e s s t a r t to
; ; end i n c l u s i v e .
( d e f i n e (sum∗ func s t a r t end )
( let sum ( [ i s t a r t ] [ s 0 ] )
( let ( [ s (+ s ( func i ) ) ] )
( i f (= i end ) s (sum (++ i ) s ) ) ) ) )
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; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Define a syntax ru l e f o r w r i t i n g sums .
( def ine−syntax sum
( syntax−rules ( )
( (_ l s t ) (apply + l s t ) )
( (_ expr {var s t a r t end })
(sum∗ ( lambda ( var ) expr ) s t a r t end ) )
( (_ expr {var l s t })
(apply + (map ( lambda ( var ) expr ) l s t ) ) ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; A p a r a l l e l ( mu l t i t h r eaded ) sum algor i thm .
( def ine−syntax p−sum
( syntax−rules ( )
( (_ expr {var s t a r t end} { nthreads })
( l e t r e c ( [max (− nthreads 1 ) ]
[ r s l t (make−vector nthreads ) ]
[ threads (make−vector nthreads ) ]
[ range (− end s t a r t ) ]
[ low
( lambda ( i )
(+ s t a r t ( quo t i en t (∗ i range )
nthreads ) ) ) ]
[ high
( lambda ( i )
( i f [= i max ]
end
(− ( low (+ i 1 ) ) 1 ) ) ) ]
[ p a r t i a l
( lambda ( i low high )
( vector−set !
r s l t i
( sum∗ ( lambda ( var ) expr )
low high ) ) ) ] )
( do−loop
( vector−set !
threads i
( thread
( lambda ( ) ( p a r t i a l i ( low i )
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( high i ) ) ) ) )
{ i 0 max})
( do−loop
( thread−wait ( vector− re f threads i ) )
{ i 0 max})
(sum
( vector− re f r s l t i ) { i 0 max} ) ) ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Compute the product o f func from s t a r t to end .
( d e f i n e ( prod∗ func s t a r t end )
( let prod ( [ i s t a r t ] [ p 1 ] )
( let ( [ p (∗ p ( func i ) ) ] )
( i f (= i end ) p ( prod (++ i ) p ) ) ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Define syntax f o r typ ing produc ts .
( def ine−syntax prod
( syntax−rules ( )
( (_ l s t ) (apply ∗ l s t ) )
( (_ expr {var s t a r t end })
( prod∗ ( lambda ( var ) expr ) s t a r t end ) )
( (_ expr {var l s t })
(apply ∗ (map ( lambda ( var ) expr ) l s t ) ) ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Non−exported u t i l i t y f un c t i on s to ease coding .
( d e f i n e (++ i ) (+ i 1 ) )
( d e f i n e (−− i ) (+ i 1 ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Bui ld s the l i s t con ta in ing the numbers s t a r t to
; ; end i n c l u s i v e .
( d e f i n e ( range s t a r t end )
( let range ( [ i s t a r t ] [ n end ] )
( i f [> i end ] ’ ( ) (cons i ( range (++ i ) end ) ) ) ) )
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A.3. Model Framework. The model ﬁle is the ﬁrst big part where
theory comes into play. The models are deﬁned according to Deﬁni-
tion 2.7, and the ﬁle also includes a number of ease-of-use functions for
manipulating and checking the validity of the types declared such as
models, arcs, and transitions.
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; F i l e : model . scm
; ; Author : Col in M Pot ts
; ; Code to implement models f o r sampl ing .
#lang scheme
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Dependencies f o r model . scm .
( require " u t i l s . scm" )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Provide f un c t i on s f o r use e l s ewhere .
(provide s t a t e ? p r o bab i l i t y ? t rans ? d−trans?
p−trans? c−trans ? arc ? p−arc? c−arc ?
def−trans def−model model ?
arc−p arc−state arc−func )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Use ’ f a i l to r ep re s en t f a i l u r e s i n t e r n a l l y .
( d e f i n e ( t e s t t e s t ? expr )
( i f ( t e s t ? expr ) expr ’ f a i l ) )
( d e f i n e ( f a i l ? expr )
(eq? expr ’ f a i l ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; I s a s t a t e v a l i d ?
( d e f i n e ( s t a t e ? s t a t e )
(and [ i n t e g e r ? s t a t e ] [<= 0 s t a t e ] ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; I s a p r o b a b i l i t y v a l i d ?
( d e f i n e ( p r o b ab i l i t y ? p)
(and [ number? p ] [ in−range ? p 0 1 ] ) )
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; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; I s a d e t e rm i n i s t i c t r a n s i t i o n v a l i d ?
( d e f i n e ( d−trans? t rans )
(and [ pa i r ? t rans ]
[ s t a t e ? ( car t rans ) ]
[ s t a t e ? ( cdr t rans ) ] ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; I s a p r o b a b i l i s t i c t r a n s i t i o n v a l i d ?
( d e f i n e ( p−trans? t rans )
(and [ pa i r ? t rans ] [ s t a t e ? ( car t rans ) ]
[ vector? ( cdr t rans ) ]
[ vec to r−a l l ? p−arc? ( cdr t rans ) ] ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; I s a co s t t r a n s i t i o n v a l i d ?
( d e f i n e ( c−trans ? t rans )
(and [ pa i r ? t rans ] [ s t a t e ? ( car t rans ) ]
[ vector? ( cdr t rans ) ]
[ vec to r−a l l ?
( lambda ( arc )
(or ( c−arc ? arc ) ( p−arc? arc ) ) ) ] ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; I s a p r o b a b i l i s t i c arc v a l i d ?
( d e f i n e ( p−arc? arc )
(and [ pa i r ? arc ]
[ p r o b ab i l i t y ? ( car arc ) ]
[ s t a t e ? ( cdr arc ) ] ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; I s a co s t arc v a l i d ?
( d e f i n e ( c−arc ? arc )
(and [ pa i r ? arc ] [ pa i r ? ( cdr arc ) ]
[ p−arc? (cons ( car arc ) ( cadr arc ) ) ]
[ procedure ? ( cddr arc ) ] ) )
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; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Get arc p r o b a b i l i t y .
( d e f i n e ( arc−p arc ) ( car arc ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Get arc d e s t i n a t i o n .
( d e f i n e ( arc−state arc ) ( i f [ pa i r ? ( cdr arc ) ] ( cadr arc ) ( cdr arc ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Get arc co s t f unc t i on .
( d e f i n e ( arc−func arc ) ( cddr arc ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; I s a v a l i d co s t f unc t i on ?
( d e f i n e ( cost− func ? func ) ( procedure ? func ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; I s a v a l i d arc ( o f any kind )? Note d e t e rm i n i s t i c
; ; t r a n s i t i o n s are de f ined wi thout an under l y ing
; ; arc type f o r s im p l i c i t y .
( d e f i n e ( arc ? arc ) (or [ p−arc? arc ] [ c−arc ? arc ] ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; I s a v a l i d t r a n s i t i o n ( o f any kind )?
( d e f i n e ( t rans ? t rans )
(or [ d−trans? t rans ]
[ p−trans? t rans ]
[ c−trans ? t rans ] ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Define a syntax ru l e f o r e a s i l y d e f i n i n g
; ; t r a n s i t i o n s in a model .
( def ine−syntax def−trans
( syntax−rules ( )
( (_ from (p1 s1 ) (p s ) . . . )
( cons from
(vector (cons p1 s1 ) ( cons p s ) . . . ) ) )
( (_ from (p1 . s1 ) (p . s ) . . . )
( cons from
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(vector (cons p1 s1 ) ( cons p s ) . . . ) ) )
( (_ from to ) (cons from to ) ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Define a syntax ru l e f o r e a s i l y d e f i n i n g models .
( def ine−syntax def−model
( syntax−rules ( )
( (_ arc1 arc2 . . . )
(model−>vector
( l i s t ( apply−syntax def−trans arc1 )
( apply−syntax def−trans arc2 ) . . . ) ) ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; I s a v a l i d model?
( d e f i n e (model ? model )
(and [ vector? model ] [ vec to r−a l l ? t r ans ? model ] ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Turn a model in to the vec to r r e p r e s en t a t i on used
; ; to op t imize sampl ing .
( d e f i n e (model−>vector model )
( let ∗ ( [ s e l e c t
( lambda ( t rans )
(cond
[ ( d−trans? t rans ) ( car t rans ) ]
[ ( or ( p−trans? t rans ) ( c−trans ? t rans ) )
( find−max
( lambda (x ) x )
( cons
( car t rans )
(map cdr ( vector−>l i s t ( cdr t rans ) ) )
) ) ] ) ) ]
[ length (+ 1 ( find−max s e l e c t model ) ) ]
[ vect (make−vector length ’ unplanned ) ] )
( f o r each
t rans in model do
( vector−set ! vect ( car t rans ) ( cdr t rans ) ) )
vect ) )
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A.4. Sampling. This section implements Algorithm 1 for the models
deﬁned in Appendix A.3. It also deﬁnes sampling problems, which
are essentially wrappers for the various pieces of information needed
for sampling a model, including initial state, a predicate to determine
terminal states, and the model itself.
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; F i l e : sampl ing . scm
; ; Author : Col in M Pot ts
; ; Implementation o f s tandard sampl ing .
#lang scheme
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Dependencies
( require " u t i l s . scm" )
( require "model . scm" )
( require "math . scm" )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Provide f un c t i on s f o r use e l s ewhere .
(provide sample sample∗ trace−p sample−n sample−n∗
def−problem problem−>model
problem−>i n i t i a l problem−>termina l ?
problem−>l im i t
binomial−g binomial−state−g traces−mean
traces−var r e l a t i v e− e r r o r )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Generate a random p r o b a b i l i t y .
( d e f i n e ( random−p) (random) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Pick a t r a n s i t i o n accord ing to the p r o b a b i l i t i e s
; ; in the arcs , us ing a random number genera tor .
( d e f i n e ( pick−p−trans opts )
( let ( [ get ( lambda ( i ) ( vector− re f opts i ) ) ]
[max (− ( vector− l ength opts ) 1 ) ]
[ rp ( random−p ) ] )
( let pick ( [ i 0 ] [ p 0 ] )
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( let ( [ p (+ p ( car (get i ) ) ) ] )
(cond
[(= i max) (get i ) ]
[(< rp p) ( get i ) ]
[ e l s e ( p ick (+ i 1) p ) ] ) ) ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Apply a t r a n s i t i o n to a g iven s t a t e in a model .
; ; This determines the type o f t r a n s i t i o n and then
; ; hand le s i t a cco rd ing l y . Returns the p r o b a b i l i t y
; ; o f the arc and the d e s t i n a t i o n s t a t e .
( d e f i n e ( apply−trans s t a t e model )
( let ( [ t r ans ( vector− re f model s t a t e ) ] )
( i f [ vector? t rans ]
[ pick−p−trans t rans ] [ cons 1 t rans ] ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; De f ines a sampl ing problem , i n c l ud i n g model ,
; ; s t ep l im i t , i n i t i a l s ta t e , and a p r ed i c a t e to
; ; determine a d d i t i o n a l te rmina l s t a t e s .
( d e f i n e ( def−problem model i n i t i a l t e rmina l ? l im i t )
( l i s t model i n i t i a l t e rmina l ? l im i t ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Accessor f un c t i on s f o r the par t s o f a problem .
( d e f i n e ( problem−>model problem )
( car problem ) )
( d e f i n e ( problem−>i n i t i a l problem )
( cadr problem ) )
( d e f i n e ( problem−>termina l ? problem )
( caddr problem ) )
( d e f i n e ( problem−>l im i t problem )
( cadddr problem ) )
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; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Functions to genera te a s i n g l e sample o f a g iven
; ; sampl ing problem . The ∗ i n d i c a t e s t h a t when a
; ; t race i s genera ted no in format ion about the path
; ; i s s tored , on ly the f i n a l s t a t e .
( d e f i n e ( sample problem )
(apply private−sample problem ) )
( d e f i n e ( sample∗ problem )
(apply private−sample∗ problem ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Pr i va t e func t i on ( not prov ided f o r use in o ther
; ; f i l e s ) to genera te a sample i n c l ud i n g the path .
( d e f i n e ( private−sample
model i n i t i a l t e rmina l ? l im i t )
( let sample ( [ s t a t e ( cons 1 i n i t i a l ) ]
[ step 0 ]
[ path ’ ( ) ] )
(cond
[(> step l im i t ) path ]
[ ( eq? ’ unplanned ( cdr s t a t e ) )
(cons ’ unplanned path ) ]
[ ( t ermina l ? ( cdr s t a t e ) ) (cons s t a t e path ) ]
[ e l s e
( let ( [ ap ( apply−trans ( cdr s t a t e ) model ) ]
[ path (cons s t a t e path ) ] )
( i f [ l i s t ? ap ]
( sample ( car ap ) (+ step ( cdr ap ) ) path )
( sample ap (+ step 1) path ) ) ) ] ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Pr i va t e func t i on ( not prov ided f o r use in o ther
; ; f i l e s ) to genera te a sample e x c l ud i n g the path .
( d e f i n e ( private−sample∗
model i n i t i a l t e rmina l ? l im i t )
( let sample ( [ s t a t e i n i t i a l ]
[ step 0 ]
[ last ’ none ] )
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(cond
[(> step l im i t ) last ]
[ ( eq? ’ unplanned s t a t e ) s t a t e ]
[ ( t ermina l ? s t a t e ) s t a t e ]
[ e l s e
( sample
( cdr ( apply−trans s t a t e model ) )
(+ step 1)
s t a t e ) ] ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Compute the p r o b a b i l i t y o f a g iven t race .
( d e f i n e ( trace−p trace )
( prod ( car s ) { s trace } ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Create count samples o f a sampl ing problem ,
; ; r e turn ing a l i s t o f t r a c e s .
( d e f i n e ( sample−n count problem )
( let ( [ sample ( lambda ( ) ( sample problem ) ) ] )
( let sn ( [ i 0 ] [ samples ’ ( ) ] )
( i f [< i count ]
( sn (+ i 1) ( cons ( sample ) samples ) )
samples ) ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Create count samples o f a sampl ing problem ,
; ; r e turn ing only ending s t a t e s o f each t race .
( d e f i n e ( sample−n∗ count problem )
( let ( [ sample ( lambda ( ) ( sample ∗ problem ) ) ] )
( let sn ( [ i 0 ] [ samples ’ ( ) ] )
( i f [< i count ]
( sn (+ i 1) ( cons ( sample ) samples ) )
samples ) ) ) )
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; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Create a b inomia l g (X) func t i on based on a pred?
; ; which i s a p r e d i c a t e func t i on .
( d e f i n e ( binomial−g pred ?)
( lambda ( trace ) ( i f [ pred ? trace ] 1 0 ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Create a b inomia l g (X) which e qua l s 1 i f and
; ; on ly i f the l a s t s t a t e o f a t race i s the s t a t e
; ; prov ided as an argument .
( d e f i n e ( binomial−state−g s t a t e )
( binomial−g
( lambda ( trace ) (= ( cdar trace ) s t a t e ) ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Ca l cu l a t e the mean of t r a c e s g iven g (X) .
( d e f i n e ( traces−mean g t r a c e s )
( let ( [ count ( length t r a c e s ) ]
[ sum−g (sum ( g trace ) { trace t r a c e s } ) ] )
(/ sum−g count ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Ca l cu l a t e the var iance o f t r a c e s g iven g (X) .
( d e f i n e ( traces−var g t r a c e s )
( let ∗ ( [ sq ( lambda (x ) (∗ x x ) ) ]
[ count ( length t r a c e s ) ]
[ mean ( traces−mean g t r a c e s ) ]
[ sum−g−sq
(sum
( sq (− ( g trace ) mean ) )
{ trace t r a c e s } ) ] )
(/ sum−g−sq count ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Ca l cu l a t e the r e l a t i v e error ( s tandard d e v i a t i on
; ; d i v i d e d by mean) o f t r a c e s g iven g (X) .
( d e f i n e ( r e l a t i v e− e r r o r g t r a c e s )
(/ ( sqrt ( traces−var g t r a c e s ) )
( traces−mean g t r a c e s ) ) )
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A.5. Sequential Probability Ratio Test. Overall one of the short-
est code ﬁles, it deﬁnes functions to compute the ratio of Equation 2.12.
The implementation of this computation is akin to the one in Younes
and Musliner (2002), which is the same one as in P-CIRCA. The code
also includes a brief treatment of binomial g(X) functions.
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; F i l e : s p r t . scm
; ; Author : Col in M Pot ts
; ; Implementation o f the S e quen t i a l P r o b a b i l i t y
; ; Ratio t e s t f o r b inomia l d i s t r i b u t i o n s .
#lang scheme
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Provide s p r t f o r use in o ther f i l e s .
(provide sp r t )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Returns a func t i on which when g iven n , f_n ,
; ; r e turns e i t h e r ’ accept , ’ r e j e c t , or ’ cont inue .
( d e f i n e ( sp r t theta de l t a alpha beta )
( let ∗ ( [ t0 (− theta de l t a ) ]
[ t1 (+ theta de l t a ) ]
[ log_t1/ t0 ( log (/ t1 t0 ) ) ]
[ log_rt1/ r t0 ( log (/ (− 1 t1 ) (− 1 t0 ) ) ) ]
[ log_B ( log (/ (− 1 beta ) alpha ) ) ]
[ log_A ( log (/ beta (− 1 alpha ) ) ) ] )
( lambda (n fn )
( let ( [ r a t i o (+ (∗ fn log_t1/ t0 )
(∗ (− n fn ) log_rt1/ r t0 ) ) ] )
(cond
[(>= r a t i o log_B) ’ r e j e c t ]
[(<= r a t i o log_A) ’ accept ]
[ e l s e ’ continue ] ) ) ) ) )
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A.6. Importance Sampling. This codes implements some key as-
pects of Importance Sampling, excluding the actual computation of
biases. These aspects include creating the new model based on a given
biasing function and calculating the weights of traces.
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; F i l e : importance−sampling . scm
; ; Author : Col in M Pot ts
; ; Implementation o f importance sampling , i n c l ud i n g
; ; new type s to rep re s en t b i a s ed models , and to
; ; samples tho se models .
#lang scheme
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Dependencies
( require " u t i l s . scm" )
( require "math . scm" )
( require " sampling . scm" )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Provide f un c t i on s f o r use e l s ewhere .
(provide bias−model model−trace−p is−sample−n
trace−weight traces−mean−is t races−var− i s
def−biased−problem )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Takes in a b i a s i n g func t i on and re turns a new
; ; model wi th a l l t r a n s i t i o n s b i a s ed .
( d e f i n e ( bias−model model b i a s e r )
( vector−map b i a s e r model ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Get the p r o b a b i l i t y o f t r a n s i t i o n from the from
; ; s t a t e to the to s ta t e , in the model prov ided .
( d e f i n e ( get−arc−p from to model )
( let ( [ t r ans ( vector− re f model from ) ] )
(cond
[ ( eq? t rans ’ unplanned )
( error ’ get−arc
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" s t a t e ␣~a␣ i s ␣unplanned , ␣ other ␣ args ␣~a␣and␣~a"
from to model ) ]
[ ( vector? t rans )
( car ( v e c t o r− f i r s t
( lambda ( arc )
(= ( cdr arc ) to ) ) t r ans ) ) ]
[ e l s e 1 ] ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Ca l cu l a t e the p r o b a b i l i t y o f a t race in a model .
( d e f i n e (model−trace−p trace model )
( let tp ( [ from ( cdar trace ) ]
[ to ( cdadr trace ) ]
[ rest ( cddr trace ) ]
[ prob 1 ] )
( let ( [ prob (∗ prob ( get−arc−p to from model ) ) ] )
( i f [ null ? rest ]
prob
( tp to ( cdar rest ) ( cdr rest ) prob ) ) ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Ca l cu l a t e the we igh t o f a g iven t race in the
; ; sampled ( b i a s ed ) model and the prov ided
; ; ( o r i g i n a l ) model .
( d e f i n e ( trace−weight trace orig−model )
(/ (model−trace−p trace orig−model )
( trace−p trace ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Define a b ia s ed sampl ing problem , g iven a
; ; normal sampl ing problem and an i n i t i a l b i a s e r .
( d e f i n e ( def−biased−problem problem b i a s e r )
( let ∗ ( [ orig−model
( problem−>model problem ) ]
[ biased−model
( bias−model orig−model b i a s e r ) ]
[ biased−problem
( cons biased−model ( cdr problem ) ) ] )
biased−problem ) )
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; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Generate count samples o f a sampl ing problem
; ; g i ven an i n i t i a l b i a s e r .
( d e f i n e ( is−sample−n count problem b i a s e r )
( let ∗ ( [ orig−model
( car problem ) ]
[ biased−model
( bias−model orig−model b i a s e r ) ]
[ biased−problem
( cons biased−model ( cdr problem ) ) ]
[ t r a c e s
( sample−n count biased−problem ) ]
[ trace−weight
( lambda ( trace )
( trace−weight trace orig−model ) ) ]
[ weights
(map trace−weight t r a c e s ) ] )
(map cons weights t r a c e s ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Ca l c u l a t e s the mean of the we i gh t s o f the t r a c e s
; ; g i ven the o r i g i n a l model .
( d e f i n e ( traces−mean−is g n orig−model t r a c e s )
( let
( [ sum−weights
(sum
(∗ ( g trace ) ( trace−weight trace orig−model ) )
{trace t r a c e s } ) ] )
(/ sum−weights n ) ) )
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; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Ca l c u l a t e s the var iance o f the we i gh t s o f the
; ; t r a c e s g iven the o r i g i n a l model .
( d e f i n e ( traces−var− i s g mean n orig−model t r a c e s )
( let ∗ ( [ sq ( lambda (x ) (∗ x x ) ) ]
[gW ( lambda ( trace )
(∗ ( g trace )
( trace−weight trace orig−model ) ) ) ]
[ sum−weights−sq
(sum
( sq (− (gW trace ) mean ) )
{ trace t r a c e s } ) ] )
(/ sum−weights−sq n ) ) )
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A.7. Initial Biases. Where the IS code implements abstract Impor-
tance Sampling, the biases code implements several speciﬁc initial bias-
ing techniques. They range from fairly straightforward uniform biases
to complex inversions about the mean of a transition’s probabilities.
All of these functions work on the transition level. A notable absence
from the ﬁles is an implementation of the cross-entropy method.
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; F i l e : b i a s e s . scm
; ; Author : Col in M Pot ts
; ; Implementation o f s e v e r a l d i f f e r e n t concep ts o f
; ; i n i t i a l b i a s e s .
#lang scheme
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Dependencies
( require " u t i l s . scm" )
( require "math . scm" )
( require "model . scm" )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Provide f un c t i on s f o r use e l s ewhere .
(provide uniform−bias rec ip−bias inver t−bias
trans−sum−p normal ize−trans )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Define new syntax f o r a lambda tha t changes the
; ; p r o b a b i l i t y o f arcs .
( def ine−syntax change−p−lambda
( syntax−rules ( )
( (_ expr var ) ( lambda ( arc )
( change−p arc expr var ) ) ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; I n l i n e changing o f an arcs p r o b a b i l i t y v i a
; ; a new s yn t a c t i c form .
( def ine−syntax change−p
( syntax−rules ( )
( (_ arc expr var )
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( ( lambda ( var )
( cons expr ( cdr arc ) ) ) ( car arc ) ) ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Compute the sum of arcs in a g iven t r a n s i t i o n .
( d e f i n e ( trans−sum−p t rans )
( f i [ vector? t rans ] 1
( let ( [max (− ( vector− l ength t rans ) 1 ) ] )
(sum
( car ( vector− re f t r ans i ) )
{ i 0 max} ) ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Takes a t r a n s i t i o n and norma l i ze s the arcs so
; ; t h a t the p r o b a b i l i t i e s sum to 1 .
( d e f i n e ( normal ize−trans t rans )
( f i [ vector? t rans ] ( change−p t rans 1 p)
( let ( [ sum−p ( trans−sum−p t rans ) ] )
( vector−map
( change−p−lambda (/ p sum−p) p) t rans ) ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Make a l l arcs have the same p r o b a b i l i t y .
( d e f i n e ( uniform−bias t rans )
( f i [ vector? t rans ] t r ans
( let ( [ uni (/ 1 ( vector− l ength t rans ) ) ] )
( vector−map ( change−p−lambda uni p )
t rans ) ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Take r e c i p r o c a l o f a l l a rcs and normal ize .
( d e f i n e ( rec ip−bias t rans )
( f i [ vector? t rans ] t r ans
( let ( [ r e c i p
( vector−map
( change−p−lambda (/ 1 p) p) t rans ) ] )
( normal ize−trans r e c i p ) ) ) )
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; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; I n v e r t each arc p r o b a b i l i t y about the mean of
; ; the current p r o b a b i l i t i e s , then normal ize .
( d e f i n e ( inver t−bias t rans )
( f i [ vector? t rans ] t r ans
( let ∗ ( [ mean (/ ( trans−sum−p t rans )
( vector− l ength t rans ) ) ]
[ i nve r t ed
( vector−map
( change−p−lambda
(− mean (− p mean ) ) p)
t rans ) ] )
( normal ize−trans inve r t ed ) ) ) )
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A.8. Simple and Merge DAGification. Algorithm 2 deﬁnes simple
DAGiﬁcation which is implemented in this code ﬁle. This section also
implements merge DAGiﬁcation, because as may be seen in the code
below it is a very slight modiﬁcation of simple DAGiﬁcation when coded
elegantly.
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; F i l e : d a g i f i c a t i o n . scm
; ; Author : Col in M Pot ts
; ; Implementation o f s imp le DAGification , and a l s o
; ; merge DAGification , a long with s e v e r a l r e l a t e d
; ; and u s e f u l u t i l i t i e s .
#lang scheme
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Dependencies
( require " u t i l s . scm" )
( require "math . scm" )
( require "model . scm" )
( require " sampling . scm" )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Provide f un c t i on s f o r use e l s ewhere .
(provide enumerate−paths enumerate−paths∗
dag i f y dagify−merge )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Reduce a path to a p r o b a b i l i t y and ending s t a t e .
( d e f i n e ( f la t ten−path path )
( cons ( trace−p path ) ( cdar path ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; F l a t t en a l i s t o f pa ths .
( d e f i n e ( f la t ten−paths paths )
(map f l a t ten−path paths ) )
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; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Take a l i s t o f paths , and sum p r o b a b i l i t i e s o f
; ; pa ths to the same s t a t e . The r e s u l t i s a vec to r
; ; o f arcs to the s e t o f ending s t a t e s .
( d e f i n e (merge−paths∗ paths )
( let ∗ ( [ s e l e c t ( lambda ( path ) ( cdr path ) ) ]
[min ( find−min s e l e c t paths ) ]
[max ( find−max s e l e c t paths ) ]
[ vect
(make−vector (+ max (− min) 1) ’ none ) ]
[ get− i ( lambda ( s t a t e ) (− s t a t e min ) ) ]
[ get−path
( lambda ( s t a t e )
( vector− re f vect ( get− i s t a t e ) ) ) ]
[ merge−p
( lambda ( path )
( let ( [ cur−path ( get−path ( cdr path ) ) ] )
( i f [ eqv ? ’ none cur−path ] path
( cons
(+ ( car cur−path ) ( car path ) )
( cdr path ) ) ) ) ) ] )
( f o r each path in paths do
( vector−set ! vect
( get− i ( cdr path ) )
(merge−p path ) ) )
( vec to r− s e l e c t
( lambda ( path ) (not ( eqv ? path ’ null ) ) )
vect ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Takes a path and ex tends the path one step ,
; ; c r e a t i n g a new path f o r each p o s s i b l e arc out
; ; o f the ending s t a t e .
( d e f i n e ( extend−path path model termina l ?)
( let ∗ ( [ s t a t e ( cdar path ) ]
[ t r ans ( vector− re f model s t a t e ) ] )
(cond
[ ( or ( termina l ? s t a t e ) (eq? ’ unplanned t rans ) )
( l i s t path ) ]
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[ ( number? t rans )
( l i s t ( cons ( cons 1 t rans ) path ) ) ]
[ e l s e
( vector−>l i s t
( vector−map
( lambda ( arc ) ( cons arc path ) )
t rans ) ) ] ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Extends a path to a l l the p o s s i b i l i t i e s out o f
; ; the ending s ta t e , but then f l a t t e n s a l l o f the
; ; r e s u l t i n g pa ths .
( d e f i n e ( extend−path ∗ prob s t a t e model termina l ?)
( let ( [ paths
( extend−path
( l i s t ( cons prob s t a t e ) )
model
termina l ? ) ] )
( f l a t ten−paths paths ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Extends a l i s t o f pa ths .
( d e f i n e ( extend−paths paths model termina l ?)
(apply
append (map
( lambda ( path )
( extend−path path model termina l ? ) )
paths ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Extends a l i s t o f paths , but does not keep any
; ; path information , but on ly ending s t a t e s and
; ; p r o b a b i l i t i e s .
( d e f i n e ( extend−paths ∗ paths model termina l ?)
(apply append
(map
( lambda ( path )
( extend−path∗
( car path )
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( cdr path )
model
termina l ? ) )
paths ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Enumerate a l l pa ths in a sampl ing problem from
; ; the i n i t i a l s t a t e out to l e n g t h k .
( d e f i n e ( enumerate−paths problem k)
( let ( [ model ( problem−>model problem ) ]
[ i n i t i a l ( problem−>i n i t i a l problem ) ]
[ t e rmina l ? (problem−>termina l ? problem ) ]
[ l im i t ( problem−>l im i t problem ) ] )
( let ep ( [ paths ( l i s t ( l i s t ( cons 1 i n i t i a l ) ) ) ]
[ k ( top < k l im i t ) ] )
( i f [= 0 k ] paths
( ep
( extend−paths paths model termina l ?)
(− k 1 ) ) ) ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Enumerate a l l pa ths in a sampl ing problem from
; ; the i n i t i a l s t a t e out to l e n g t h k , but i gnore
; ; path in format ion other than ending s t a t e and
; ; p r o b a b i l i t i e s .
( d e f i n e ( enumerate−paths∗ problem k)
( let ( [ model ( problem−>model problem ) ]
[ i n i t i a l ( problem−>i n i t i a l problem ) ]
[ t e rmina l ? (problem−>termina l ? problem ) ]
[ l im i t ( problem−>l im i t problem ) ] )
( let ep ( [ paths ( l i s t ( cons 1 i n i t i a l ) ) ]
[ k ( top < k l im i t ) ] )
( i f [= 0 k ] paths
( ep
( extend−paths ∗ paths model termina l ?)
(− k 1 ) ) ) ) ) )
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; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Run the DAGify merge a lgori thm , which ex tends
; ; a l l pa ths out to l e n g t h k , then merges a l l o f
; ; the pa ths to make the new DAGified model .
( d e f i n e ( dagify−merge problem k)
(make−dag problem
(merge−paths∗
( enumerate−paths∗ problem k ) ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Run the s imp le DAGification a lgori thm , which
; ; ex tends a l l pa ths out to l e n g t h k to make a new
; ; sampl ing model .
( d e f i n e ( dag i f y problem k)
(make−dag problem ( enumerate−paths∗ problem k ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Takes a l i s t o f pa ths and then runs the c r e a t e s
; ; a new i n i t i a l s ta t e , and then adds an arc to
; ; each r e s p e c t i v e ending s t a t e wi th p r o b a b i l i t y
; ; s p e c i f i e d by the t race p r o b a b i l i t y .
( d e f i n e (make−dag problem paths )
( let ∗ ( [ model ( problem−>model problem ) ]
[ n ( vector− l ength model ) ]
[ model∗ ( vector−grow model (+ n 1 ) ) ]
[ a rgs (cons n paths ) ]
[ i n i t i a l ( eval ( cons ’ def−trans args ) ) ] )
( vector−set ! model∗ n ( cdr i n i t i a l ) )
( def−problem model∗ n
( problem−>termina l ? problem )
( problem−>l im i t problem ) ) ) )
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A.9. Loop DAGification. This may be the most complex code in the
veriﬁer code base, but that stems from the necessary complications seen
in Section 5.2. The code implements ﬁnding loops (Algorithm 3) and
loop DAGiﬁcation (Algorithm 4). A large number of utility functions
speciﬁc to each step of the process are included. These comprise the
code needed to create and correctly integrate the new states and transi-
tions in the DAGiﬁed model. A point in Algorithm 4 which was brushed
over is how to create these new states correctly. The computation turns
out to be more complex than appeared, where this complexity hides
primarily in equations 5.2 and 5.3.
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; F i l e : d a g i f i c a t i on− l o o p s . scm
; ; Author : Col in M Pot ts
; ; Implementation o f loop DAGification , where path
; ; t iming in format ion i s not maintained .
#lang scheme
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Dependencies
( require " u t i l s . scm" )
( require "math . scm" )
( require "model . scm" )
( require " sampling . scm" )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Provide f un c t i on s f o r use e l s ewhere .
(provide loop? dagi fy− loop )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Within a t r an s i t i on , f i n d the arc to the g iven
; ; s t a t e and re turn i t .
( d e f i n e ( f ind−arc s t a t e t rans )
( let ( [ r s l t
( vec to r− s e l e c t
( lambda ( arc )
(= ( cdr arc ) s t a t e ) )
t r ans ) ] )
( i f [ null ? r s l t ] #f ( car r s l t ) ) ) )
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; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Do two arcs end at the same s t a t e ?
( d e f i n e ( same−state ? ps1 ps2 )
(= ( cdr ps1 ) ( cdr ps2 ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Within a path , d e t e c t i f any l oop s e x i s t . I f no
; ; l oop s are found , re turn f a l s e . Otherwise re turn
; ; the path which corresponds to the f i r s t l oop
; ; found .
( d e f i n e ( f ind− loop path )
( let f l ( [ rest path ] )
(cond
[ ( null ? rest ) #f ]
[ ( mem−part same−state ? ( car rest ) path rest )
=> ( lambda ( s t a r t ) ( cons s t a r t rest ) ) ]
[ e l s e ( f l ( cdr rest ) ) ] ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Given a path and s t ep l im i t , l o c a t e the f i r s t
; ; l oop and c a l c u l a t e the p r o b a b i l i t y o f t r a v e r s i n g
; ; a s i n g l e c i r c u i t , a l l c i r c u i t s w i th in the l im i t ,
; ; and the an a l y t i c p r o b a b i l i t y g iven no l im i t .
( d e f i n e ( get− loop path l im i t )
( let ∗ ( [ f l ( f ind− loop path ) ]
[ loop ( take−part ( car f l ) ( cdr f l ) ) ]
[ path−p ( trace−p loop ) ]
[ loop−p (sum (expt path−p i ) { i 0 l im i t } ) ]
[ true−p (/ 1 (− 1 path−p ) ) ] )
( l i s t loop path−p loop−p true−p ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Determines i f a path conta ins a loop , i f not
; ; r e turns f a l s e , o the rw i s e re turns the loop in the
; ; c o r r e c t order .
( d e f i n e ( loop? path )
( let ( [ f l ( f ind− loop path ) ] )
( f i f l #f
( reverse ( take−part ( car f l ) ( cdr f l ) ) ) ) ) )
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; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Makes a new t r a n s i t i o n from trans , keep ing a l l
; ; the arcs excep t the ones to s t a t e .
( d e f i n e (make∗ t r ans s t a t e t rans )
( i f ( number? t rans ) ’ unplanned
( let ( [ keep ? ( lambda ( arc )
(not [= ( cdr arc ) s t a t e ] ) ) ] )
( normal ize−trans
( l i s t−>vector
( vec to r− s e l e c t keep ? t rans ) ) ) ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Creates the new s t a t e s and t r a n s i t i o n s from the
; ; o l d s t a t e s in the loop . The new t r a n s i t i o n s w i l l
; ; have a l l the same arcs excep t the one to the
; ; next s t a t e in the loop .
( d e f i n e (get∗ s t a t e s problem loop )
( let ∗ ( [ model ( problem−>model problem ) ]
[ get−trans
( lambda ( arc )
( vector− re f model ( cdr arc ) ) ) ]
[ get∗ t r ans
( lambda ( arc )
(make∗ t r ans ( cdr arc )
( get−trans arc ) ) ) ] )
(map get∗ t r ans loop ) ) )
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; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Ca l c u l a t e s the p r o b a b i l i t y o f t r a v e l i n g around
; ; the loop in vec to r loopv from s t a t e i to j .
( d e f i n e ( prob−i−j i j loopv )
( let ( [ i n c r
( lambda ( i )
(modulo (+ i 1) ( vector− l ength loopv ) ) ) ] )
( i f [= i j ] 1
( let p i j ( [ i ( i n c r i ) ] [ p 1 ] )
( i f [= i j ]
(∗ p ( car ( vector− re f loopv i ) ) )
( p i j
( i n c r i )
(∗ p ( car ( vector− re f loopv i ) ) ) ) ) ) )
) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Ca l c u l a t e s the sum of the p r o b a b i l i t i e s o f going
; ; around the loop 0 to l im i t times , where l im i t
; ; may be ’ i n f f o r i n f i n i t y (no s t ep l im i t ) .
( d e f i n e ( loop−p loop l im i t )
( let ( [ loop−p ( trace−p loop ) ] )
(cond
[ ( eq? l im i t ’ i n f ) (/ 1 (− 1 loop−p ) ) ]
[ e l s e (sum (expt loop−p i ) { i 1 l im i t } ) ] ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Ca l c u l a t e s the p r o b a b i l i t y o f l e a v i n g the loop
; ; in vec to r loopv a t s t a t e j in the g iven model .
( d e f i n e ( exit−p j loopv model )
( let ∗ ( [ arc ( vector− re f loopv j ) ]
[ s t a t e ( arc−state arc ) ]
[ keep ? ( lambda ( arc )
(not [= ( arc−state arc ) s t a t e ] ) ) ]
[ t r ans ( vector− re f model s t a t e ) ] )
( i f [ number? t rans ] 0
(sum ( arc−p arc )
{ arc ( vec to r− s e l e c t keep ? t rans ) } ) ) ) )
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; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Modify the s t a t e i in the loop vec to r loopv ,
; ; g i ven the sum of the l oop ing p r o b a b i l i t i e s and
; ; the current sampl ing problem . A parameter base
; ; i s a l s o inc luded as an o f f s e t to i n d i c a t e where
; ; the f i r s t new s t a t e w i l l be added , so t h a t the
; ; new t r a n s i t i o n s l ead to the c o r r e c t s t a t e s .
( d e f i n e (make−mod−state i loopv loop−p
problem base )
( let ( [ t r ans
(make−vector ( vector− l ength loopv ) ’ null ) ]
[max
(− ( vector− l ength loopv ) 1 ) ]
[ make−arc
( lambda ( i j )
( let
( [ p
(∗ loop−p ( prob−i−j i j loopv )
( exit−p j loopv
(problem−>model
problem ) ) ) ] )
(cons
( i f [= p 0 ] ∗EPSILON∗ p)
(+ base j ) ) ) ) ] )
( do−loop
( vector−set ! t r ans j (make−arc i j ) )
{ j 0 max})
( normal ize−trans t rans ) ) )
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; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Takes in a sampl ing problem and a loop , and then
; ; r e turns a new sampl ing problem where the loop
; ; has been removed accord ing to the s p e c i f i c a t i o n s
; ; o f the loop DAGification a lgor i thm .
( d e f i n e ( dagi fy− loop problem loop )
( let ∗ ( [ model ( problem−>model problem ) ]
[ l im i t ( problem−>l im i t problem ) ]
[ s t a t e s ∗
( l i s t−>vector ( get∗ s t a t e s problem loop ) ) ]
[ old−n ( vector− l ength model ) ]
[ loop−n ( length loop ) ]
[max (− loop−n 1 ) ]
[ model∗
( vector−grow model (+ old−n loop−n ) ) ]
[ loopv ( l i s t−>vector loop ) ]
[ loop−p ( loop−p loop l im i t ) ]
[ set−trans
( lambda ( index )
( vector−set !
model∗
( cdr ( vector− re f loopv index ) )
(make−mod−state
index loopv loop−p problem old−n ) ) ) ] )
( do−loop ( set−trans i ) { i 0 max})
( vector−copy model∗ old−n s t a t e s ∗)
( def−problem model∗
( problem−>i n i t i a l problem )
( problem−>termina l ? problem )
l im i t ) ) )
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A.10. Verifier. The veriﬁer is the sum of all the code ﬁles, but the
process of veriﬁcation is driven by the veriﬁer ﬁle. This takes all the
techniques in the previous code ﬁles and turns it into a parameterized
autonomous verifying agent. All the user needs to do is ask the veriﬁer
to check a veriﬁcation problem and select which technique to use, and
the veriﬁer will perform all of the graph transformations necessary and
run samples until a decision can be rendered. The veriﬁer supports
SPRT mode, IS mode, simple DAGiﬁcation mode, and loop DAGiﬁca-
tion modes. All modes (except SPRT) use Importance Sampling and
the IS to SPRT transformation given in Proposition 3.1.
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; F i l e : v e r i f i e r . scm
; ; Author : Col in M Pot ts
; ; A v e r i f i e r capab l e o f us ing the S e quen t i a l
; ; P r o b a b i l i t y Ratio Test , Importance Sampling ,
; ; and s imp le and loop DAGification .
#lang scheme
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Dependencies
( require " u t i l s . scm" )
( require "math . scm" )
( require " spr t . scm" )
( require " sampling . scm" )
( require " importance−sampling . scm" )
( require " d a g i f i c a t i o n . scm" )
( require " dag i f i c a t i on− l o op s . scm" )
( require " b i a s e s . scm" )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Provide top l e v e l f un c t i on s so t h a t the v e r i f i e r
; ; can be used e i t h e r from the scheme conso l e or
; ; from other programs .
(provide v e r i f y v e r i f y− i s ve r i f y− l o ops veri fy−dag
de f−ver i f i ca t ion−prob lem
vp−>problem vp−>g vp−>thre sho ld vp−>de l t a
vp−>alpha vp−>beta vp−>spr t )
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; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Globa l parameters to c on t r o l v e r i f i c a t i o n .
( d e f i n e ∗MIN−SAMPLES∗ 50)
( d e f i n e ∗MIN−SAMPLES−IS∗ 100)
( d e f i n e ∗MAX−SAMPLES∗ 100000)
( d e f i n e ∗LOOP−SAMPLES∗ 25)
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Creates a v e r i f i c a t i o n problem , which i n c l ud e s
; ; d e t a i l s f o r SPRT and genera l sampl ing .
( d e f i n e ( de f−ver i f i ca t ion−prob lem
problem g thre sho ld de l t a alpha beta )
( l i s t problem g thre sho ld de l t a alpha beta ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Access par t s o f a v e r i f i c a t i o n problem .
( d e f i n e (vp−>problem vp ) ( l i s t− r e f vp 0 ) )
( d e f i n e (vp−>g vp ) ( l i s t− r e f vp 1 ) )
( d e f i n e (vp−>thre sho ld vp ) ( l i s t− r e f vp 2 ) )
( d e f i n e (vp−>de l t a vp ) ( l i s t− r e f vp 3 ) )
( d e f i n e (vp−>alpha vp ) ( l i s t− r e f vp 4 ) )
( d e f i n e (vp−>beta vp ) ( l i s t− r e f vp 5 ) )
( d e f i n e (vp−>spr t vp ) (apply sp r t ( cddr vp ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; I f a path ends in an unplanned s ta t e , drop the
; ; ’ unplanned symbol from the path .
( d e f i n e (drop−unp trace )
( i f [ eq? ( car trace ) ’ unplanned ]
( cdr trace )
trace ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Ver i fy us ing standard sampl ing and the SPRT.
( d e f i n e ( v e r i f y vp )
( let ∗ ( [ t e s t (vp−>spr t vp ) ]
[ g (vp−>g vp ) ]
[ problem (vp−>problem vp ) ]
[ t r a c e s
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(map drop−unp
( sample−n ∗MIN−SAMPLES∗ problem ) ) ]
[ n ∗MIN−SAMPLES∗ ]
[ fn (sum ( g trace ) { trace t r a c e s } ) ] )
( let sampler ( [ t r a c e s t r a c e s ] [ n n ] [ fn fn ] )
( f i [and (< n ∗MAX−SAMPLES∗)
(eq? ( t e s t n fn ) ’ continue ) ]
( l i s t n fn ( t e s t n fn ) (+ 0 .0 (/ fn n ) ) )
( let ( [ trace ( drop−unp ( sample problem ) ) ] )
( sampler ( cons trace t r a c e s )
(+ n 1)
(+ fn ( g trace ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Convert the parameters from IS to SPRT va l u e s .
( d e f i n e ( is−>spr t sp r t )
( lambda (mean var )
( let ∗ ( [ var ( i f (= var 0) ∗EPSILON∗ var ) ]
[ n (/ (∗ mean (− 1 mean ) ) var ) ]
[ fn (∗ mean n ) ] )
(values n fn ) ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Create a new v e r i f i c a t i o n problem with the
; ; o r i g i n a l sampl ing problem rep l aced .
( d e f i n e (vp−>problem−switch vp problem )
( cons problem ( cdr vp ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Ver i fy a v e r i f i c a t i o n problem us ing the loop
; ; DAGification a lgor i thm .
( d e f i n e ( ve r i f y− l o ops vp b i a s e r )
( let v l ( [ problem (vp−>problem vp ) ] [ k 0 ] )
( f i [< k ∗LOOP−SAMPLES∗ ]
( beg in
( v e r i f y− i s
(vp−>problem−switch vp problem ) b i a s e r ) )
( v l
(cond
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[ ( loop? (drop−unp ( sample problem ) ) )
=> ( lambda ( loop )
( dagi fy− loop problem loop ) ) ]
[ e l s e problem ] )
(+ k 1 ) ) ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Ver i fy a v e r i f i c a t i o n problem us ing the s imp le
; ; DAGification a lgor i thm .
( d e f i n e ( veri fy−dag vp b i a s e r k )
( v e r i f y− i s
(vp−>problem−switch
vp ( dag i f y (vp−>problem vp) k ) ) b i a s e r ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Ver i fy a v e r i f i c a t i o n problem us ing IS .
( d e f i n e ( v e r i f y− i s vp b i a s e r )
( let ∗ ( [ t e s t (vp−>spr t vp ) ]
[ is−>spr t ( is−>spr t t e s t ) ]
[ g (vp−>g vp ) ]
[ or igmodel
( problem−>model (vp−>problem vp ) ) ]
[ problem
( def−biased−problem
(vp−>problem vp ) b i a s e r ) ]
[ t r a c e s
(map drop−unp
( sample−n
∗MIN−SAMPLES−IS∗ problem ) ) ]
[ n∗ ∗MIN−SAMPLES−IS∗ ]
[ mean
( traces−mean−is g n∗ or igmodel t r a c e s ) ]
[ var
( traces−var− i s
g mean n∗ or igmodel t r a c e s ) ]
[ n
( lambda (mean var )
(/ var (− mean (∗ mean mean ) ) ) ) ]
[ fn ( lambda (mean n) (∗ mean n ) ) ] )
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( let sampler ( [ t r a c e s t r a c e s ]
[ n∗ n ∗ ]
[ sum−weights (∗ mean n ∗ ) ]
[ sum−weights−sq (∗ var n ∗ ) ] )
( let ( [ mean (/ sum−weights n ∗ ) ]
[ var (/ sum−weights−sq n ∗ ) ] )
( l e t−va lues ( [ ( n fn ) ( is−>spr t mean var ) ] )
( f i [and
(< n∗ ∗MAX−SAMPLES∗)
(eq? ( t e s t n fn ) ’ continue ) ]
( l i s t ( l i s t n fn ( t e s t n fn ) )
( l i s t mean var n∗ ) )
( let ∗ ( [ trace ( drop−unp
( sample problem ) ) ]
[ weight
(∗ ( g trace )
( trace−weight
trace or igmodel ) ) ] )
( sampler
(cons trace t r a c e s )
(+ n∗ 1)
(+ sum−weights weight )
(+ sum−weights−sq
(∗ weight weight ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )
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A.11. Toy Model. This is the simple model from Figure 2.9. The only
nuance is that the code provides two speciﬁcations. One uses rational
numbers (which scheme supports) for all probabilities. The veriﬁer
will in turn only use these numbers. This works great for accuracy,
as no information is lost, but can be terribly ineﬃcient time-wise. As
such another version is provided which uses double-precision machine
numbers (64-bits on the typical modern CPU). This gives a limited
precision and thus some rounding error will occur. This means the cal-
culated numbers will no longer be exact, but should overall not cause
any statistically signiﬁcant disruptions. Since they are natively sup-
ported by the CPU, all computations will be drastically faster than
using rational numbers. This makes them the preferred method for
time sensitive tasks (such as veriﬁcation). Rational numbers are used
primarily for testing correctness.
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; F i l e : toymodel . scm
; ; Author : Col in M Pot ts
; ; A s imp le model f o r t e s t i n g v e r i f i c a t i o n .
#lang scheme
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Dependencies
( require "model . scm" )
( require " sampling . scm" )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Provide models/ problems f o r use in v e r i f i c a t i o n .
(provide modelA problemA
modelA∗ problemA ∗)
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; A s imp le model wi th r a t i o n a l p r o b a b i l i t i e s .
( d e f i n e modelA
( def−model (0 (1/10000 1) (9999/10000 0 ) ) ) )
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; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; A s imp le model wi th machine p r e c i s i on numbers .
( d e f i n e modelA∗
( def−model (0 (0 . 0001 1) (0 . 9999 0 ) ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; A problem with r a t i o n a l p r o b a b i l i t i e s .
( d e f i n e ( problemA l im i t )
( def−problem
modelA 0 ( lambda ( s t a t e ) (= s t a t e 1 ) ) l im i t ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; A problem with machine p r e c i s i on numbers .
( d e f i n e ( problemA∗ l im i t )
( def−problem
modelA∗ 0 ( lambda ( s t a t e ) (= s t a t e 1 ) ) l im i t ) )
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A.12. Model LU-IS-TEST3. The LU-IS-TEST3 domain (shorthand
for Lawrence University Importance Sampling Test number 3), was
originally developed when Potts et al. (2013) began exploring IS and
loops. It contains a large number of interconnected loops, which turns
out to be an excellent proving ground not only for Importance Sampling
but also for loop DAGiﬁcation.
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; F i l e : lu− i s− t e s t3 . scm
; ; Author : Col in M Pot ts
; ; A P−CIRCA t e s t domain adapted f o r use in t h i s
; ; scheme v e r i f i e r . This model p rov i de s a more
; ; complex t e s t i n g ground s ince i t conta ins a
; ; l a r g e number o f in t e rconnec ted l oop s . Note t h a t
; ; the complete domain i s not prov ided here , but
; ; on ly one o f the p o s s i b l e p lans in the domain .
#lang scheme
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Dependencies
( require "model . scm" )
( require " sampling . scm" )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Provide problems f o r v e r i f i c a t i o n e l s ewhere .
(provide lu−is−3 lu−is−3 ∗)
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; The lu−is−3 model , t a k i n g input parameters f o r
; ; the va r i ous arcs in the model .
( d e f i n e ( lu−is−3−model p10 p12 p1F p20 )
( let ( [ p1G (− 1 p10 p12 p1F ) ]
[ p21 (− 1 p20 ) ] )
( def−model
(0 1)
(1 ( p10 0) ( p12 2) (p1F 3) (p1G 4) )
(2 ( p20 0) ( p21 1 ) ) ) ) )
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; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; A ve r s i on o f lu−is−3 us ing r a t i o n a l numbers .
( d e f i n e ( lu−is−3 l im i t )
( def−problem
( lu−is−3−model 1/2 498/1000 1/1000 1/2)
0 ( lambda ( s t a t e ) (= s t a t e 3 ) ) l im i t ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; A ve r s i on o f lu−is−3 us ing machine numbers .
( d e f i n e ( lu−is−3 ∗ l im i t )
( def−problem
( lu−is−3−model 0 . 5 0 .498 0 .001 0 . 5 )
0 ( lambda ( s t a t e ) (= s t a t e 3 ) ) l im i t ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Print out the s t a t i s t i c s f o r a s e t o f t r a c e s .
( d e f i n e ( s t a t s t r a c e s )
( let ( [ g ( binomial−state−g 3 ) ] )
( l i s t ( traces−mean g t r a c e s )
( traces−var g t r a c e s )
( r e l a t i v e− e r r o r g t r a c e s ) ) ) )
; ; −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
; ; Print out t r a c e s s t a t i s t i c s us ing machines
; ; numbers f o r r e a d a b i l i t y .
( d e f i n e ( s t a t s ∗ t r a c e s )
(map ( lambda (x ) (+ x 0 . 0 ) ) ( s t a t s t r a c e s ) ) )
